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Abstract
This thesis examines innovation and design processes in small established companies.
There is a great interest in this area yet paradoxically the area is under-researched,
since most innovation research is done on large companies. The research questions
are: How do small established companies carry out their innovation and design
processes? and How does the context and novelty of the process and product affect the
same processes? The thesis is built on three research papers that used the research
method of multiple case studies of different small established companies.
The innovation and design processes found were highly context dependent and were
facilitated by committed resources, a creative climate, vision, low family involvement,
delegated power and authority, and linkages to external actors such as customers and
users. Both experimental cyclical and linear structured design processes were found.
The choice of structure is explained by the relative product and process novelty
experienced by those developing the product innovation. Linear design processes
worked within a low relative novelty situation and cyclical design processes worked
no matter the relative novelty. The innovation and design processes found were
informal, with a low usage of formal systematic design methods, except in the case of
design processes for software. The use of formal systematic methods in small
companies seems not always to be efficient, because many of the problems the
methods are designed to solve are not present. Customers and users were found to play
a large and important role in the innovation and design processes found and gave
continuous feedback during the design processes. Innovation processes were found to
be intertwined, yielding synergy effects, but it was common that resources were taken
from the innovation processes for acute problems that threatened the cash flow. In
sum, small established companies have the natural prerequisites to take advantage of
lead-user inventions and cyclical design processes. Scarce resources were found to be
the main factor hindering innovation, but the examined companies practiced several
approaches to increase their resources or use existing scarce resources more efficiently
in their innovation and design processes. Examples of these approaches include
adopting lead-user inventions and reducing formality in the innovation and design
processes.
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1 Introduction
Research, small companies, and innovation are topics that are mentioned together
increasingly frequently by governments (Swedish Government, 2008), policy makers
(Jones & Tilley, 2003; European Union, 2008) and researchers (Bessant & Tidd, 2007;
PIEp, 2006). When large companies are down-sizing to meet increased competition in a
globalized world, the idea to notice, support, and research small companies is popular.
Innovation is believed to be a key to success in these small companies because of its
purported link to future welfare, job creation, and economic growth (European Union,
2005). Innovation and renewal policy initiatives aiming at small companies have become
a common approach to stimulate economic development (Jones & Tilley, 2003). For
example, the largest part (46 percent) of growth programs financed by the government in
Sweden aims at small company innovation (Nutek, 2009).
Small companies are numerous. 99 percent of all companies in the European Union are
small (fewer than 50 employees) and together employ about 50 percent of the employees
in the non-governmental sector; these figures are approximately the same for Sweden
(Eurostat, 2009).
Despite the large numbers of small companies and the great interest in small company
innovation, the area is paradoxically under-researched. Most research on innovation is
done on larger companies (Larsson, 2001; Moultrie et al., 2007; O’Shea & McBain,
1999). Hörte et al. (2008) conclude that innovation research in small companies is
immature, heterogeneous, and lacking in cumulative knowledge creation. For example, no
studies have been found that follow the process of developing product innovations in
small companies. Small companies have different characteristics and contexts than large
companies, which makes it doubtful whether results from innovation studies of larger
companies can be directly applied to small companies (Audretsch, 2001; Rothwell &
Dodgson, 1994).
There is great potential in knowledge about innovation in small companies especially
concerning the question of how small established companies can be more innovative. This
thesis examines the innovation and design processes in these small established companies.
The word established is used to point out the focus on small companies that have been
established in their markets for several years. These small established companies often do
not have obvious potential for growth and are seldom researched. Non-established small
1

companies are researched in the field of entrepreneurship and studies the creation and
growth of companies, the creation of the companies’ products is on the whole neglected
(Bessant & Tidd, 2007; Gibb & Ritchie, 1982). When the phrase small companies is used
in this thesis, small established companies are meant.

1.1 Purpose
The overall purpose of this thesis is to deepen our knowledge of small established
companies’ innovation and design processes. This purpose will be more specified in three
research questions in section 2.7.

2

2 Theoretical Framework
In this theoretical framework innovation and the process of innovation and design will be
discussed. Small established companies and their context will be described as well. The
design problem to be solved and novelty aspects of the innovation and design processes
will also be reviewed.

2.1 What is innovation?
There is a great muddle of definitions when it comes to innovation, new product
development, and design. Marxt and Hacklin (2005) state that innovation, product
development, and design are terms that have evolved and adopted similar meanings. This
makes it tricky to grasp the field and make distinctions among the concepts. For the
present researcher these complex concepts have changed meaning several times, which is
somewhat reflected in the appended papers in this thesis. But when we consider process,
we must distinguish among the innovation process, the new product development process
and the design process. In this thesis the term new product development is not used but is
seen as included in the term innovation process. Innovation is defined as the process of
turning opportunity into new ideas and of putting these into widely used practice (Tidd &
Bessant, 2009). The design process is seen as a subprocess of the innovation process
when the actual development work and creation of the product is carried out.
There are several ways to classify different kinds of innovations, and innovations can be
developed in many different contexts. This thesis deals with innovations that are
developed in the organizational structure of companies.
Tidd and Bessant (2009) present four types of innovations:
 Product innovation –Changes in the things (product/services) which an
organization offers;
 Process innovation –Changes in the ways things (product/services) are created and
delivered;
 Position innovation –Changes in the context in which the products/services are
introduced; and
 Paradigm innovation –Changes in the underlying mental models which frame
what the organization does.
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This thesis focuses on product innovations, but it is likely that the four types of innovation
are interconnected in an organisation and if one type of innovation is achieved the other
types of innovations are affected (Tidd & Bessant, 2009).
An innovation can very briefly be described as something new that is brought into
practice. This raises questions about what is meant by new? A common classification is to
put the degree of newness, or novelty, on a scale from incremental to radical innovations
(European Union, 2005; O’Shea & McBain, 1999; Tidd et al., 2005). Incremental
innovations are minor improvements to existing products with a lower level of newness,
while radical innovations are totally new products with higher levels of novelty (Bessant
& Tidd, 2007). A typical incremental innovation is an improved product targeting an
existing market that uses already existing technology (Reid & de Brentani, 2004).
Incremental innovations are more common than radical innovations (Tidd et al., 2005;
Veryzer, 1998). Incremental innovations are sometimes called evolutionary or continuous
innovations; radical innovations are sometimes called disruptive, breakthrough,
revolutionary, or really new innovations (Veryzer, 1998).
When discussing newness and novelty one question is: new to whom? From which
perspective is this novelty perceived? Three different concepts for this are: new to the
company, new to the market, and new to the world (European Union, 2005). New to the
company is the lowest level, when the particular innovation is perceived as new for a
particular company but not necessarily new for other companies, markets, or the world.
New to the market is when a company first introduces a certain innovation to a specific
market. New to the world is when a certain company is the first to introduce a certain
innovation to all markets and industries. This thesis, in accordance with European Union
(2005), uses the lowest level of novelty, new to the company, as the unit that perceives
the newness and novelty for a certain innovation. This is further elaborated below in
terms of relative novelty.

2.2 Innovation processes
One approach in innovation research is to compare the state before and after an
innovation process takes place. The actual process and its activities are neglected and only
the input and output are compared and examined (Edwards et al., 2005). This thesis deals
mainly with the process between input and output in innovation, the innovation process,
and less with the input and output to the process. Academic theory often refers to “the”
innovation process as if there were only one description of innovation processes, but it is
4

likely that there are different kind of innovation processes due to different prerequisites
and contexts (Clarkson & Eckert, 2005; Karlson, 1994). A common approach to make
innovation process models simpler and more general is to make them abstract and
generic, but this approach also makes the models less practical to use in real-life
situations (Clarkson & Eckert, 2005; Singley & Andersson, 1989).
Before presenting some different innovation process models and choosing a model for
frame of reference, concepts such as incremental and radical innovation processes, design
problems, and relative novelty will be discussed.
2.2.1 Incremental and radical innovation processes
There is no single best way to manage and organize innovation processes due to the way
different industries differ in sources of innovation, technological and market
opportunities, and organization (Tidd & Bodley, 2002). Two opposites among innovation
processes are incremental and radical innovation processes (O’Shea & McBain, 1999;
European Union, 2005; Tidd et al., 2005). Engwall (2004) makes a similar division
between innovation processes with low and high uncertainty. Lawson (1997) sees these
different processes as different philosophies about how to solve problems, where
incremental innovation processes represent a problem-oriented approach and radical
innovation processes represent a solution-oriented approach. Radical innovation processes
can, but do not need to, end up with a radical product. Conversely, incremental innovation
processes can result in radical products.
Incremental innovation processes have a more linear structure and are more problem
oriented, aiming to first analyze the problem before trying to solve it. A radical innovation
process has a more cyclical structure and is solution oriented, where a solution is initially
created and then tested to gain new knowledge allowing the creation of a new solution to
test, and so on. Incremental innovation processes build upon existing knowledge and
experience and may therefore represent less novelty, risk, uncertainty, and ambiguity. The
product to be created in incremental innovation processes often has known characteristics
and properties that make it suitable for more linear innovation processes that can be
planned better in advance and be carried out in project form. The resulting product’s
characteristics and properties are better known in advance because the product is similar
to something already existing (Engwall, 2004; Lynn & Akgün, 1998; Lynn et al., 1996;
O’Shea & McBain, 1999).
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Radical innovation processes are more novel, with higher risks and higher levels of
uncertainty and ambiguity, and they must usually be based on experiments and learning
(Peters, 2006). What is to be done, the goal, the new product, are all fuzzier in radical
innovation processes than in incremental innovation processes. Radical innovation
processes are usually not linear but have a more cyclic character, due to experimental
loops of probing and learning (Engwall, 2004; Lynn & Akgün, 1998; Lynn et al., 1996;
O’Shea & McBain, 1999). There is less time spent on analyzing but more on synthesizing
learning experiments (Engwall, 2004; Lynn & Akgün, 1998; Lynn et al., 1996). Early
versions of the product are tested against customers, users, or other actors to gain
feedback and new knowledge about the product, its usage, its market, customers, and
users (Veryzer, 1998). This new knowledge yields somewhat reduced uncertainty and
ambiguity and is then used in new refined experiments with the same approach of probing
and learning (Engwall, 2004; Lynn & Akgün, 1998; Lynn et al., 1996). The experiments
also give direction to the developing efforts (Engwall, 2004). These successive
approximations strive to gain as much knowledge and reduction in uncertainty as possible
and create the final solution manifested in the new product.
Higher uncertainty in radical innovation processes also means an increased need for
flexibility to cope with unforeseen difficulties (Tidd & Bodley, 2002). This leads to
difficulties in applying structured development processes. Engwall (2004), Herstatt and
Verworn (2001) and Lynn et al. (1996) state that a linear and formalized innovation
process might be counterproductive and unsuitable if high uncertainty is present, as is
most often the case in radical innovation processes.
2.2.2 The design problem in innovation
Innovation processes can be seen as problem-solving processes centering on the design
problem to be solved. The solution to the design problem is the finished product at the
end of the innovation process. The character of the design problem affects the innovation
process. Cross (2008) and Ullman (2002) state that all design problems are ill-defined,
which means that information needed for solving the problem is initially missing and
must be filled in to understand the problem. Many different solutions to the design
problem exist and the challenge is to find the most optimal solution. A design problem
can be vague, messy, fuzzy, incomplete, inconsistent, and even imaginary (Cross, 2008;
Jonassen, 2000) and must be explored and defined more clearly before it can be solved.
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Jonassen (2000) states that problems vary in terms of their structuredness, complexity,
and abstractness. Design problems are among the most ill-structured and complex kinds
of problem experienced in practice (ibid.). Some characteristics of ill-structured problems
are that they possess many unknown elements, are vaguely defined, and permit many
different solutions. Because different design problems vary in structuredness, different
design models are needed involving different problem-solving skills. Differences in a
problem’s structuredness are also related to how incremental or radical the innovation
process is. If the design problem is highly ill-structured, it probably needs a radical
innovation process to be solved. Well-structured design problems suit incremental
innovation processes better. Problem complexity is about the number of issues, functions,
or variables involved in the problem and the degree of connectivity between these
properties and the stability of these connections over time. Highly complex problems are
more difficult to solve due to both the high number of different sub-problems and the
limitation in cognitive operation in the working memory of the human brain. Abstractness
is about how much the problem is embedded in a special context or domain. There are
some general differences between different kinds of product categories when it comes to
the design problem. If design problems in physical artifacts and in software are compared,
software has better structured and less ill-defined design problems due to the constraints
of language and systems (ibid.). Design problems in software development are also
relatively free from issues relating to purchasing, production, materials, logistics, and
distribution, all of which are normally much more important in the design processes of
physical artifacts.
Many formal systematic methods exist to solve problems in innovation and design
processes (Jones, 1992); these methods are commonly known as design methods
(Cross, 2008). These methods are usually said to be heuristic and domain independent,
able to be used in many different situations. Examples of these systematic methods are
those that organize and structure the complex innovation and design process, methods that
facilitate creativity or support the collection of needs and demands from customers and
users, as well as methods that create and evaluate concepts. Research by Singley and
Andersson (1989) shows that problem solvers who use domain-independent heuristic
approaches generally do not perform better than those who do not use them. One
underlying message is that domain independence achieves through abstraction, which has
a negative influence on the practical use. Singley & Andersson (1989) also concludes that
those who use less abstract domain-specific approaches are better problem solvers.
Jonassen (2000) concludes that problem-solving activities are domain- and context7

dependent and that especially the more common ill-structured problems need domainspecific methods. Well-structured types of problems, as in software design, suit general
domain-independence abstract methods better (Jonassen, 2000).
2.2.3 The relative novelty
The design problem to be solved in an innovation process is connected to the degree of
newness of the product to be developed; this novelty is perceived differently by different
actors (Tidd & Bodley, 2002). In accordance with European Union (2005) this study uses
“new to the company” as the lowest unit perceiving the newness in an innovation. The
novelty of the innovation should be determined in relation to the company developing the
innovation, i.e. the ones working in the company developing the new product. This is in
line with Tidd and Bodley (2002) when they introduce the concept of relative novelty,
which is the novelty of the product to develop in the innovation process experienced by
the designers and others involved in developing the product. Tidd and Bodley (2002)
found that companies had different innovation processes within the same company, and
used different methods and tools depending on the relative novelty of the development
project for the company. Increased experience designing a certain product will decrease
the relative novelty for that kind of product, and what can be highly novel for one
company can be routine for another company due to more experience and knowledge
(ibid.).
If the relative novelty of the product to develop is high it becomes hard to rationally plan
the developing process due to the uncertainty and lack of experience of similar
developing processes and the lack of knowledge about the product’s final characteristics
and properties (Herstatt & Verworn, 2001; Karlson, 1994; Lynn & Akgün, 1998; O’Shea
& McBain, 1999).
High relative novelty demands high interaction with customers, users, and other external
actors to get input and feedback on the development process (Tidd & Bodley, 2002).
Olson et al. (1995) found that the higher relative novelty the more a non-bureaucratic
organizational form was needed. The newer the project was for the company and less
experience, the more difficulties were found in the process. In addition, the more
difficulties found, the more interdependence was seen between different functional areas
and the more information flowed across the different functional departments. As more
information flowed between the functional boundaries, the need for informal, nonbureaucratic ways of handling things arose. The need for an informal and non8

bureaucratic organization in developing processes with a high relative novelty was also
found by Veryzer (1998).
Innovation processes where it is likely that the product being developed has low relative
novelty are incremental ones. Examples of these processes are redesign projects,
extensions of existing product families, small improvements to a product, addition of
simpler functionality to existing products, product customization, or a combination of
these. If the product to develop is similar to one the company previously developed, the
process becomes less novel, because the company already has much of the needed
experience and knowledge in house. A large part of the design problem for the particular
product has previously been solved and the process does not need to be started from
scratch every time (Karlson, 1994). Ullman (2002) refers to this as development work that
has become routine when the domain for the particular product is well understood.
Innovation processes are risky, highly complex, and difficult (Tidd & Bodley, 2002), and
for a new and inexperienced designer they can be hard to manage and execute.
Developing a product with a high relative novelty and an abstract, ill-defined, and
complex design problem also will presumably increase the relative novelty for the design
process of the same product. In other words, there is a kind of relative novelty for design
processes also. There is a similar conception done by Engwall (2004) that uses product
and process uncertainty instead of relative novelty of the product to develop and relative
novelty to design processes. It is reasonable to expect the relative novelty of design
processes to decrease with increased knowledge and experience of design processes.
2.2.4 Innovation and design process models
There are many different innovation and design process models in the literature. Rothwell
(1994) looked into the development of innovation process models and drew some
conclusions about their evolution. The first innovation process models were technology
push linear models with different stages. In the next kind of innovation process models
the demand side, or market needs, was gaining more attention and was incorporated in
need pull linear models. These technology push and need pull process models were later
merged into the same model and the first iterative loops appeared, which meant that the
process was not always linear. Different perspectives on the innovation process, for
example management, project factors, and key individuals were also gaining increased
attention. Concurrent models with parallel activities and integrated disciplines were then
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introduced that mainly had a time compressing logic to be able to speed up the innovation
process.
Innovation process models are usually divided into activities or stages (Clarkson &
Eckert, 2005). Tidd and Bodley (2002) conclude that most current innovation process
models are linear and often fail to catch the common iterative feedback loops present in
innovation. The models can be abstract, describing the innovation process on a generic
level. The models can also be less abstract, procedural, and prescriptive, and more
suitable for use in practical situations (Clarkson & Eckert, 2005).
Most innovation process models target physical artifacts, but there are also innovation
process models especially aiming at service innovation, see for example Edvardsson
(2000). There are many similarities between developing services and goods. On a generic
level the innovation process is the same (Bessant & Tidd, 2007), but on a more practical
level the more specific characteristics of services must be taken into consideration.
Examples of these specific characteristics are the higher level of abstraction,
heterogeneity, as well as the fact that services are harder to store and often consumed at
the same time they are produced (Edvardsson, 2000). Many products consist of both
goods and services.
Most innovation process models fit incremental innovation work best; there is a great lack
of innovation process models for radical innovation processes. The only exception found
is a model by Veryzer (1998) that is unexpectedly linear and has prototyping as a main
activity. In general, radical innovation processes seem to be hard to capture in a single
framework (Kahn et al., 2006).
It is common that innovation process models leave out the innovation process context and
only look at the activities performed, even though the innovation process is affected by its
context (Clarkson & Eckert, 2005; Karlson, 1994). Examples of innovation process
models that take the context into consideration include those by Bessant and Tidd (2007)
and Goffin and Mitchell (2005). The innovation process model by Bessant and Tidd
(2007) is depicted in Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1. Model of the innovation process (Bessant & Tidd, 2007).

The model consists of three generic phases: generating, selecting, and implementing
inputs for change. The context is divided into three different interacting factors. The first
contextual factor, Strategic leadership, direction, and deployment, is about balancing risk
in a strategic way with a clear direction, leadership, and committed resources. The second
contextual factor, Innovative organization, describes the structure and climate appropriate
for innovation, which should enable and facilitate creativity and communication. The
third contextual factor, Proactive linkages, concerns the links to external and internal
actors that are part of the innovation process, such as customers, users, suppliers, and
sources of finance within or outside an organization.
To map findings in this thesis I selected the innovation process model by Bessant and
Tidd (2007) as an abstract model of reference. There are several reasons for this choice of
model: it is easy to understand, has a generic and abstract nature that will enhance the
probability that it will suit different innovation processes, it includes context, and it
clearly distinguishes between different phases, especially the idea phase and the
implementing phase.
Bessant and Tidd’s (2007) innovation process model can be criticized in some areas. The
output of the process, the product, is not present in the model, although the product to
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develop affects the innovation process (Clarkson & Eckert, 2005; Karlson, 1994; Tidd &
Bodley, 2002). Only three contextual factors are present in the model, even though the
wider context probably influences the innovation process. Examples on this wider context
are the innovating organization’s market and social context. This wider context is, for
example, different for large and small companies. The model is abstract and captures
activities in the innovation process on a high level. Especially in the implementing phase
of the model, the model is seen as too simple for mapping findings. A more detailed
implementing phase is needed.
The design process occurs inside the implementing phase of Bessant and Tidd’s (2007)
model. This way of seeing the whole process from initial generation of ideas to market
introduction as the innovation process and the implementation phase of actual
development work as the design process is supported by Marxt and Hacklin (2005). This
study sees the design process as the process when such activities as exploration of the
design problem, generation of possible solutions, evaluation of the solutions, and
communication of the result are performed. This is in accordance with Cross’s (2008)
description of the design process. There exist several different models of design processes
(Cross, 2008; Hubka & Eder, 1996; Otto & Wood, 2001; Pahl et al., 2007; Pugh, 1990;
Roozenburg & Eekels, 1996; Ullman, 2002; Ulrich & Eppinger, 1995). All these models
and theories have in common the basic activities of investigating the design problem,
generating solutions to the design problem, evaluating the solutions, and communicating
the solution further in the development process. It is further likely that these basic
activities are the core of the design process and must in some way or other be present in
all completed design processes. One design process model that suits this line of reasoning
is the four-stage design process model by Cross (2008), depicted in Figure 2 below.
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Figure 2. A four-stage model of the design process (Cross 2008)

Note the iteration feedback loop between the evaluation and generation stages. Cross’s
(2008) design process model provides the more detailed implementing phase needed in
Bessant and Tidd’s (2007) innovation process model.

2.3 Characteristics of small established companies
The focus in this study is on small established companies. They are established in their
markets, develop their own products, and do most innovation and design work in house
without extensive risk-funding. Most are family-owned and family-controlled small
companies with an owner who is also the manager (Hadjimanolis, 2000), hence the term
“owner-manager” is used when discussing the managers of these small companies.
In this thesis, a company is defined as small if it has fewer than 50 employees1. This
figure of 50 employees was chosen not only because it agrees with other definitions of
small companies, for example by the European Union (2005), but also because it is an
approximate limit at which the owner-manager of a company must delegate much power
and control of the company, and doing this usually demands a different leadership and
management (Larsson, 2001; Storey, 1994). When a company grows to over 50
employees, it becomes hard for only one person to manage and control most activities and
processes in the company and there is an increasing need to formalize the structures of
different processes.
1

In Paper A, one examined company actually had 70 employees. Since the study in Paper A was done this
company has downsized to only 5 employees and then increased again to 50 employees.
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Small companies have broadly similar characteristics across sectors (Bessant & Tidd,
2007). If a comparison is done between small companies and large companies, there are
generally great differences in several areas. Small companies have mainly behavioral
advantages, but not the material advantages that larger companies have (Rothwell &
Dodgson, 1994). This means that small companies generally have scarce resources
(Ghobadian & Gallear, 1996; Rothwell, 1989; Rothwell & Dodgson, 1994; Welsh &
White, 1981; Zontanos & Anderson, 2004) but are more flexible, with a low level of
bureaucracy and rapid internal communication and decision making (Adams, 1982;
Cannon, 1985; Vossen, 1998). Large companies have greater resources but are generally
stiffer and more bureaucratic (Rothwell & Dodgson, 1994). Pilemalm (2002) concludes
that employees’ roles are fuzzy in small companies. Separate departments are often
missing and employees have multifunctional roles, working in many different situations
(Bodin, 2000; Pilemalm, 2002). Informality is a central theme in small companies and
most processes are informal (Pilemalm, 2002; Tidd & Bessant, 2009). Small companies’
organizational strength, ease of communication, speed of decision making, degree of
employee commitment, and receptiveness to new situations obviate the need for the
formal strategies that are used in large companies to ensure communication and
coordination (Tidd et al., 2005). Integration of different functions is of less central
importance in small companies, because functions are less specialized and less likely to
be separated by physical and organizational distance (ibid.). Freel (2000) concludes that
small companies lack expertise in several areas and perform certain tasks with less
expertise. Scott et al. (1996) found that small companies often are tied in to existing levels
of technology.
The owner of a small company is often the manager with responsibility both for the
company and the employees (Guimarães et al., 1996; Larsson, 2001). Small company
owner-managers are often forced to be generalists to be able to handle a lot of different
managerial tasks and are involved in almost all processes in the company (Verhees, 2005;
Welsh & White, 1981). Hyvärinen (1995) and Verhees (2005) state that there is a close
relationship between the goals and strategies of the small company and the personal
values and goals of the owner-manager. Owners-managers of small companies usually do
not like to delegate authority and responsibility, because they like to control most things
regarding the company (Adams, 1982; Cannon, 1985).
Small companies are working in a turbulent organization (Moultrie et al., 2007), within a
highly uncertain and turbulent environment (Ratcliffe-Martin & Sackett, 2001; Welsh &
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White, 1981) and have little control over this environment (Carson, 1995). One reason for
this high external uncertainty is lack of power in the marketplace and the fact that it is
common that small companies are dependent on a large customer (Westhead & Storey,
1996). This high external uncertainty and lack of control and power in the marketplace
makes the time horizon shorter in small companies, which in turn makes long-term
strategies less useful and short-term returns more favourable than long-term returns
(ibid.). Dalley and Hamilton (2000) state that dealing with problems as they arise is a
common approach in small companies. Carson (1990) found that small companies have a
constant time pressure due to day-to-day problems that need to be solved and scarcity of
available time. Small companies are usually very sensitive to any disturbance in the cash
flow through the company; a constant cash flow is necessary for the company’s existence
(Welsh & White, 1981).
Small companies are usually close to their customers and users (Rothwell & Dodgson,
1994). This means shorter lines of communication and easier contact between the
company and its customers. Carson (1995) states that it is common that small company
managers know their customers personally and the close relationship and interaction leads
to benefits including customer loyalty and higher levels of customer satisfaction. Small
companies are flexible in responding to customer inquiries, which further increases
customer satisfaction (ibid.). Small companies have easy access to accurate and
inexpensive market information due to their closeness to customers, users, and markets
and thus can make better informed marketing decisions (Dallago, 2000). The main
marketing technique is relationship marketing with current customers (Zontanos &
Anderson, 2004). Relationship marketing suits small companies because it is cheap, has
low risks, allows direct contact with the targeted market, and is highly flexible, which
suits small companies and their turbulent environments (ibid.). Formal marketing
knowledge in small companies is scarce (Adams, 1982; Cannon, 1985; Moultrie et al.,
2007).
Table 1 provides a summary of the above-mentioned characteristics.
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Table 1. Characteristics of Small Established Companies

Limited resources
 Scarce resources (Ghobadian & Gallear, 1996; Welsh & White, 1981; Zontanos &
Anderson, 2004; Rothwell, 1989; Rothwell & Dodgson, 1994)
 Sensitive to disturbance in cash flow (Welsh & White, 1981)
 Constant time pressure (Carson, 1990)
 Limited opportunities to develop new technology by themselves (Scott et al., 1996)
Short-term strategies
 No formal strategies (Tidd et al., 2005)
 Family owned and controlled (Hadjimanolis, 2000)
 Short time horizon; long-term strategies are less useful (Westhead & Storey, 1996)
 Close relationship between the goals and strategies of the small company and the
personal values and goals of the owner-manager (Hyvärinen, 1995; Verhees, 2005)
Flexible organization and management
 Flexible organization (Adams, 1982; Cannon, 1985; Vossen, 1998)
 Informal processes (Pilemalm, 2002; Tidd & Bessant, 2009)
 Owners-managers reluctant to delegate (Adams, 1982; Cannon, 1985)
 Loose and flat organization (Bodin, 2000; Pilemalm, 2002)
 Low levels of bureaucracy (Adams, 1982; Cannon, 1985; Rothwell & Dodgson,
1994; Vossen, 1998)
 Rapid decision making (Adams, 1982; Cannon, 1985; Vossen, 1998)
 Rapid internal communication (Adams, 1982; Cannon, 1985; Vossen, 1998)
General rather than specific knowledge and skills
 Fuzzy and multifunctional roles of employees (Bodin, 2000; Pilemalm, 2002)
 Many generalists but lack of expertise (Freel, 2000)
Close to customers and market
 Closeness to customers (Rothwell & Dodgson, 1994)
 Relationship marketing with high reliance on current customers (Zontanos &
Anderson, 2004)
Uncertain context
 High external uncertainty, ambiguity, and turbulence (Ratcliffe-Martin & Sackett,
2001; Welsh & White,1981)
 Lack of power in the marketplace (Westhead & Storey, 1996)
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2.4 Innovation characteristics of small companies
Innovation in small established companies has different characteristics in comparison to
that in larger companies, due to different technological and economical environments
(Audretsch, 2001). Small companies’ beneficial characteristics in innovation are
flexibility, agility in reacting and responding to changed market conditions, and rapid
communication and decision making within the organization (Adams, 1982; Cannon,
1985; Vossen, 1998). Limited access to finance (Freel, 2000; Zontanos & Anderson,
2004) and scarce resources (Ghobadian & Gallear, 1996; Rothwell, 1989; Welsh &
White, 1981; Zontanos & Anderson, 2004) are among the predominant characteristics that
hinder innovation (Rothwell & Dodgson, 1994). This often leads to viable ideas being
shelved (Adams, 1982). Small companies have scale-related disadvantages and often need
to find extra resources externally for innovation (ibid.).
Adams & Walbank (1983) conclude that most small company innovations are incremental
variants of already existing products. New-to-the-world, radical product innovations are
rare. Dallago (2000) and Mosey (2005) conclude that small companies innovate with less
novel technology or use known technology in new novel ways. There is an inability to
spread risks within small companies’ innovation activities with techniques such as
portfolio management (Moultrie et al., 2006; Pilemalm, 2002). Innovation seems to be
most successful if existing customers are targeted (Adams & Walbank, 1983). SchmidtKretschmer et al. (2007) conclude that most innovation in small companies is driven by
market or customers, and that small companies have good contact with their customers’
needs.
Most small companies are family owned and controlled; it is important to note, however,
that more innovative small companies tend to have lower family involvement in the
business (Hadjimanolis, 2000). A supportive manager is important for innovation to occur
(Cannon, 1985), and a small company with an owner-manager who delegates power and
knowledge among the employees is considered more innovative (ibid.). A highly
centralizing, autocratic management style with all decisions and information flows
involving the owner-manager, which is common in small companies, does not create a
creative environment within the company, ultimately decreasing innovation (Adams,
1982; Cannon, 1985). Larsson (2001) states that information in innovation activities will
naturally spread in the small company without the use of methods and tools, due to the
employees working in close proximity.
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Bodin (2000) and Pilemalm (2002) describe how it is hard to separate innovation
activities from other daily activities in small companies, because the employees involved
have multifunctional roles and are also responsible for day-to-day activities. Innovation
processes must work and be executed at the same time as ordinary activities in the
company such as sales, manufacturing, production, marketing, logistics, etc., and usually
by the same people. In an environment of time pressures and uncertainty, innovation
competes for resources. Woodcock et al. (2000) found deprioritized innovation activities
when small companies were faced with short time pressure.
Small companies frequently involve some form of external linkages with external actors
in innovation and are embedded in local networks (Bessant & Tidd, 2007). Both
customers and competitors are perceived as important sources for ideas suitable for
innovation (Hartman et al., 1994). Lots of contact with the market enhances innovation
within small companies and innovative small companies are more proactive in engaging
with the external environment and much more efficient in utilizing external relationships
and knowledge to develop new products (Adams, 1982). Low et al. (2007) found that
some small companies only innovate at customer request. Adams (1982) concludes that
the most innovative small companies have a strong market orientation. Cannon (1985)
states that support from existing customers is a success factor in small company
innovation. Without this customer support, innovation often fails. Small companies seem
to have better opportunities for market pull innovations, since they are close to their
customers (Rothwell & Dodgson, 1994; Schmidt-Kretschmer et al., 2007).
Table 2 summarizes some of the characteristics of innovation in small companies.
Table 2. Some Characteristics of Innovation in Small Companies

Characteristics of small company innovation
 New variants of existing products are the most common product innovation. Newto-the-world product innovations are rare (Adams & Walbank, 1983)
 Customers and competitors are important sources for ideas suitable for innovation
(Hartman et al., 1994)
 Innovation with less novel technology or using existing technology in new ways
(Dallago, 2000; Mosey, 2005)
 Inability to separate innovation activities from day-to-day activities (Bodin, 2000;
Pilemalm, 2002)
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Factors supporting innovation processes in small companies
 Flexibility, agility in reacting and responding to changed market conditions, rapid
internal communication, coordination, and decision-making (Adams, 1982;
Cannon, 1985; Vossen, 1998)
 Customer support (Adams & Walbank, 1983; Cannon, 1985)
 A supportive manager (Cannon, 1985)
 Delegation of power and knowledge among employees (Cannon, 1985)
 Low involvement of family issues in the business (Hadjimanolis, 2000)
 External linkages (Bessant & Tidd, 2007)
 Proactive behavior to the environment (Adams, 1982)
Factors hindering innovation in small companies
 Scarce resources (Adams, 1982; Rothwell & Dodgson, 1994)
 Inability to spread risks in innovation (Moultrie et al., 2006; Pilemalm, 2002)

2.5 Small companies’ innovation and design processes
No studies found followed innovation and design as a process over time within small
companies. Instead, they have examined the innovation and design processes in small
companies as snapshots, using interviews or surveys. O’Shea and McBain (1999)
conclude that there is a lack of theory and models of small companies’ innovation
processes. Larsson (2001) studied four small companies and found the innovation
processes in these small companies to be a learning process when motivation and
craftsmanship lie in the hands of one or a few key persons and the owner-manager is
involved. Much of the innovation work involves these key persons gaining an
understanding of the company’s competence and matching it with needs and problems
within the company’s market to develop new products with the use of external relations
(ibid.).
Janhager et al. (2002), as well as Pilemalm (2002), found that innovation processes in
small companies are informal. There are no studies found that link product success with
formal innovation processes in small companies (Ledwith & O’Dwyer, 2008). Franke et
al. (2003) found that small companies lack the qualifications and resources for a
methodologically systematic design process. Meyer (2002) made an extensive survey of
the use of methods and found low usage of formal methods in the innovation processes in
small companies, regardless of industry. Small companies seem not to be so interested in
supporting techniques as systematic methods (Scozzi et al., 2005).
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No specific innovation process models for small companies were found, but for mediumsized companies, Berglund (2007) created a model that is similar to the abstract
innovation process model of reference by Bessant and Tidd (2007).
Innovation processes in small companies can be seen as a continuous process with unclear
start or stop points and unclear phases (Bodin, 2000; Cannon, 1985). Problems within the
process are predominantly found in marketing activities and in the early parts of the
innovation process (Adams, 1982). O´Shea & McBain (1999) found that small companies
have problems dealing with unforeseen difficulties in the innovation process due to a lack
of slack that can absorb and handle these difficulties. This lack of slack is directly caused
by the small company’s lack of resources.
The design process part of the innovation process in small companies is an even more
poorly researched area than the innovation process because most studies done are on a
managerial level and do not usually look at design activities (Larsson, 2001; Moultrie et
al., 2006; Moultrie et al., 2007). Exceptions to this are studies done by Guimarães et al.
(1996) and Larsson (2001). They found that the design processes in small companies were
informal and used own-developed, informal design methods. Prototyping and sketching
were common approaches. The owner-manager was usually involved together with other
employees and was the creative engine. The use of external expertise was scarce and
knowledge needed in the process was mainly gained from suppliers or other small
company owner-managers. The small companies were close to their customers and
external feedback from customer during the design processes was extensive. Previous
experience and common sense were used in the design processes; lack of knowledge and
resources necessitated improvising and creativity in how to use existing knowledge and
resources in the best ways. The design processes were highly search-oriented, dynamic,
and iterative with cyclical loops. Larsson (2001) alone found concurrent design activities
when early attention was paid to economic, manufacturing, and marketing aspects.
Commitment to design activities was often combined with marketing activities (ibid.).
The known characteristics of small established companies’ innovation and design
processes are listed below in Table 3.
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Table 3. Characteristics of the Innovation and Design Processes of Small Companies

 Innovation and design processes in small companies are highly search-oriented,
dynamic processes with iterative cyclical loops (Guimarães et al., 1996; Larsson,
2001)
 The processes are informal, with unclear start and stop point and unclear phases
(Bodin, 2000; Cannon, 1985)
 Few persons are involved, often the owner-manager (Larsson, 2001)
 Formal systematic methods are rarely used (Meyer, 2002)
 Prototyping and sketching are common approaches (Guimarães et al., 1996;
Larsson, 2001)
 Feedback from customers is common and extensive during the processes
(Guimarães et al., 1996; Larsson, 2001)

2.6 Theory gap summary
Detailed studies of small established companies’ innovation and design processes are
lacking; no studies have been found that follow innovation and design processes over
time. There is research about general characteristics of small established companies and
their context, yet how these characteristics influence innovation and design processes in
small companies have been examined only to a limited extent. A more holistic picture of
small established companies’ innovation and design processes that take the context into
consideration is missing in the academic literature. In addition, novelty aspects in
innovation and design processes in small established companies have apparently not been
researched. There is a great potential in this area because of the possibility to gain new
knowledge on how small established companies can be more innovative.

2.7 Research questions
From the literature review three research questions (RQs) crystallized:
RQ 1: How do small established companies carry out their innovation and design
processes?
RQ 2: How does the context affect innovation and design processes in small
established companies? This context consists of the three contextual factors: (a)
Strategic leadership, direction, and deployment, (b) Innovative organization, and (c)
Proactive linkages, present in the innovation process model by Bessant & Tidd (2007).
RQ 3: How do product and process novelty affect innovation and design processes in
small established companies?
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2.8 Thesis outline
This thesis is built on three research papers dealing with innovation and design processes
and their contexts in small established companies in different areas and on different
levels. The matrix in Table 4 below shows which research paper deals with each research
question.
Table 4. The coverage of the research questions (RQs) in the three appended papers

Paper A
Paper B
Paper C

RQ 1
●

RQ 2

RQ 3

●
●

●

Research question 1 is covered in both papers A and C but from different perspectives.
Somewhat simplified, Paper A examines the use of formal systematic methods in the
innovation processes, while Paper C examines the informal way of working in the small
companies’ implementing part, the design process, of the innovation process. Papers A
and C also used a different mix of research methods. Mapping the research questions
where they belong in the quite modified innovation process model of reference by
Bessant and Tidd (2007) yields the picture in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3. Illustration of the studied areas of small companies’ innovation processes.
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The product to be developed is also put into the model to illustrate that its future
properties and characteristics (i.e., the relative novelty) affect the innovation process and
in particular the design process that lies inside the implementing part. In the illustration in
Figure 3 above we can see that the generation and selection of innovation ideas suitable
for development is not a part of this study and will be the subject of future research.
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3 Research Methods
This thesis reports on the findings from three research studies. This chapter aims to
describe and discuss the methodology used for answering the research questions but also
to discuss the specific circumstances of doing research on small established companies.

3.1 Scientific approach
3.1.1 A case study approach
A case study approach is qualitative research that is good at answering such explorative
research questions as “how” and “why” (Voss et al., 2002; Yin, 2003). Case study
methodology is appropriate when the units of study are not fully understood (Voss et al.,
2002), complex and hard to isolate from real-life context (Yin, 2003). Case studies will
show peculiarities and different characteristics. Although they intend to test theory, they
usually cannot show how common a certain phenomenon is (Yin, 2003). This study has
mainly exploratory research questions and examines innovation and design processes that
are complex, with unclear boundaries (Cross, 2008; Tidd & Bodley, 2002) that are
affected by and dependent on their contexts (Bessant & Tidd, 2007; Goffin & Mitchell,
2005; Karlson, 1994). Thus, case study methodology suits this study well.
3.1.2 Case selection and units of analysis
It is important to choose cases that will result in an optimal contribution to theory and
help to solve the research questions (Yin, 2003). The unit of analysis differs in the
appended papers. Paper A was a holistic multi-case study (ibid.) and the unit of analysis
was 18 different small established companies’ innovation activities. Paper B was also a
holistic multi-case study, of three established companies’ prerequisites for innovation.
Paper C was an embedded multi-case study (ibid.) with three established companies as
cases and embedded units of different design processes. Papers B and C had the same
three companies as cases, but in Paper B the analysis was on the organizational level and
in Paper C the analysis was on the process level.
In Paper A, small companies were recruited that had their own, or wanted to have their
own, innovation processes. 29 companies were contacted mainly by e-mail to invite them
to participate in the study; 18 accepted. The companies represented manufacturers of
mechanical or electronic products, as well as service companies providing, for instance,
software or education. 11 of the companies were manufacturers of goods and 7 were
service companies. For the studies done in papers B and C, companies 1 and 2, which also
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took part in the first study, were asked to participate in a deeper case study. They were
chosen because they had their own products and innovation and design processes that
were run in house with their own resources. Both companies claimed and were believed
to have problems within their innovation and design processes and need advice. Company
1 manufactures goods, while Company 2 produces software. This was a deliberate choice
because it would enable comparing and drawing conclusions about the differences in
innovation and design processes that do not depend on the product to be developed. Later
a third company, Company 3, was recruited to provide a contrast with the findings from
the former two companies. This was a manufacturing company that was identified by the
researcher to be exceptionally efficient in its innovation and design processes despite its
smallness. This conclusion was mainly based on the company’s extensive public written
material and website. Some characteristics of the three small companies in papers B and
C are given in Table 5 below.
Table 5. Some characteristics of the three companies in the studies in papers B and C

Type
Products

Company 1
Manufacturer B2B

Company 2
Software B2B

Technical floors

Booking systems for
the tourism industry

23
Employees
Number of New or Approximately one
Improved Products small improvement
Launched per Year
One big, many small
Customers
5
People Involved in
the Innovation
Processes at the
Company

9
Several
improvements

Company 3
Manufacturer B2B
and B2C
Small wood
refinement
machines
25
Several new or
improved products

Many small
6

Many small
3

3.2 Research process
This section aims to give the reader an understanding of the execution of the research and
the methods used to collect data.
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3.2.1 Sources of data
All methods have their advantages and disadvantages and in this thesis several different
methods were used to answer the research questions. In case study research it is
advantageous to use many different methods and sources to collect data to be able to
cross-check and validate findings that strengthen the study (Yin, 2003). Using several
different methods to study the same phenomenon is called triangulation (Voss et al.,
2002).
According to Yin (2003), there are six different main sources to collect data in case
studies. These sources are documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observation,
participant observation, and physical artifacts. Different methods suit different situations;
in the research in this thesis all these sources were used in different situations. The
participating companies were studied in different ways not only to cross-check and
validate findings but also due to practical limitations and that the studied phenomenon
proved to be hard to understand and every possible clue was needed.
All data was summarized and a first analysis was done within a 24-hour period. All data,
early conclusions, questions, and ideas were documented in the field dairies during the
data collection period at the companies to not forget anything and to be able to track the
research process.
Table 6 summarizes the different sources of data used in the different companies.
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Table 6. The different sources of data used in the different companies

Company 1 in
Company 2 in Company 3 in
The 18
Companies in Papers B and C Papers B and C Papers B and
C
Paper A
Yes, study of
Yes, but not
Yes, but not
Not much,
Documentation
extensive webmuch, mainly
much, mainly the
mainly the
site, articles,
the company
company
company
manuals,
website,
website,
websites
brochures, the
brochures, and
brochures, and
company’s
manuals
manuals
newspaper and
Master’s
theses about
the company
No
No
Yes, information Yes, information
Archival
from former
about a former
records
customer
innovation
meetings
process
Yes, semiYes, semiYes, semiYes, semiInterviews
structured, 2.5structured
structured
structured
interviews with hour interview
interviews with
interviews
with the
people involved people involved
with people
product
in innovation, 1- in innovation, 1involved in
development
2 hours per
2 hours per
innovation, 1manager and
person, 6
person, 5
2 hours per
15 minutes
interviews
interviews
company
with ownermanager
No, but visited
Yes, 2 days a
No, but visited
Yes, 2 days a
Direct
the company
week over 5
week over 5
Observations the companies
months
months
No
Yes, on some
Yes, on some
No
Participant
occasions
occasions
Observations
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Physical
artifacts
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3.2.2 The studies at the companies
The research started with the study presented in Paper A, when semi-structured interviews
were carried out at 18 small companies. The interviews were mainly done with the ownermanager and/or the one responsible for innovation and design at the companies. The
purpose was to get a basic understanding of small companies and their innovation and
design processes and problems and needs within the companies.
After this initial study, companies 1 and 2 were studied. The way of working in
companies 1 and 2 was hectic. The employees usually had multifunctional roles and many
different working tasks and different processes were combined. At both companies there
were a turbulent working environment with a continuous stream of urgent issues that
arose, meaning plans had to be changed on a daily basis. Examples of this turbulence are
changed customer requirements, urgent problems with the products at customers’
locations that had to be fixed, and problems in production and sales. There was always
more to do than there were resources and there were usually no extra buffers to deal with
these unexpected urgent issues. There was always creativity about how to use existing
scarce resources in the most efficient way and it was always important to sell and keep up
the cash flow. When things arose that threatened the cash flow, most other activities were
put aside to get resources to fix it. People were constantly in a hurry and it was common
that planned interviews with employees had to be postponed not once but several times
due to urgent issues that required handling right away. It was easy to deprioritize the
needs of a researcher, but this must be seen as natural because of the importance of
keeping the cash flow up. The researcher dealt with this in different ways; either observed
the emergent issues that arose or waited and did other tasks until people were available. It
also happened that people had less to do through changing circumstances and the
researcher could quickly take advantage of these moments, for example to do interviews.
In companies 1 and 2 it was not possible to isolate innovation and design processes from
other operational processes, so it was not possible to find and study the innovation and
design processes at one special place or at a special time or time span. Bits of these
processes could be found in different locations, situations, and times. Pauses in the
processes were common, due to other more acute things that arose. To be able to identify,
study, and catch these scattered parts required 5 months of direct observation, participant
observation, semi-structured interviews, informal talk with people, studies of documents,
archival records and physical artifacts.
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The semi-structured interview was chosen as one method, since it may provide highquality and detailed data about the respondents’ thoughts, values, and attitudes towards
various ideas and concepts – all in a relatively short interview situation (Silverman,
2006). It also caught historical events that would have been hard to catch with other
methods. In Company 1, interviews were done with the general manager, the product
development manager, salespeople and others involved in the innovation and design
processes. In Company 2, interviews were done with the owner-manager, the strategic
manager, a marketing person, a support person and others involved in innovation and
design. A set of basic questions about innovation and design were used, but the interviews
turned out in different ways depending on the interviewee. Examples of questions asked
are:
 What do innovation and design mean to you?
 Describe the way new products are realized in the company.
 What is your knowledge and experience of innovation and design?
 How are the innovation and design processes affected by the fact that the company
is small and family-owned?
 Who is involved in the processes and when?
 What are the special difficulties and problems that used to occur in the processes?
 What are the common sources for ideas suitable for innovation?
 Is there a strategy behind the innovation activities?
 What characteristics do your customers and users have?
Knowledge gained and particular interesting areas that arose in interviews were
incorporated in later interviews. Questions that were missed in early interviews were
asked later. In addition to these more formal semi-structured interviews, many innovation
and design subjects were discussed informally with the persons interviewed and others at
the companies or in the companies’ contexts.
The participant observations were done mainly at the place where innovation and design
activities occurred answering questions and giving advice. Direct observation was done
mainly through following different people as they went about their working activities.
Participation in different meetings was also done mainly as observant at companies 1 and
2. It is difficult to distinguish between direct and participating observation, but in the
direct observations the interference was lower. It was generally hard not to interfere with
what was studied in the small companies. It was not possible to hide and the researcher
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had to interact and participate to be accepted and get access. Most of this interaction
consisted of informal discussions: answering questions, asking questions and giving
advice in different situations. Occasionally it was hard to balance interference with
neutrality to what was studied, but the researcher was always aware of this issue.
Observation made it possible to study innovation and design processes when they
naturally occurred in the natural environment. In this way tacit knowledge (Polanyi,
1967), knowledge that persons are not aware they possess, could be captured. This
knowledge could not be articulated at the interviews done but could be observed in real
working situations. Examples of tacit knowledge captured are synergy effects when
innovation and other processes are mixed, and the way unfinished design processes were
executed. During the observation time it was possible to cross-check findings with
different sources. There was not always conformity between what was said in interviews
and the observations. The people interviewed were not conscious of this but had certain
beliefs expressed in the interviews that were not in accordance with the observations. An
example of this was the belief that certain processes were not present or were highly
inefficient.
To observe two different small companies with different products and innovation
processes was shown to be advantageous. It was possible to compare the companies in
many areas and see similarities and differences that probably would not have been noticed
if only one company had been observed. An example of this was the differences in
abstract thinking in the design processes between the companies. Company 2 had a more
abstract product, software, which demanded a higher level of abstract thinking in the
design processes.
The companies’ products were studied because they are the results of innovation and
design processes done and gave clues about these processes. All findings were later
compiled and checked with the companies in special seminars to validate that the
researcher had understood the findings right.
After the studies at companies 1 and 2, the researcher had two good and extensive cases
but felt that one more case of a small established company with recognized efficient
innovation and design processes that produces novel products was needed to contrast the
findings from the two cases. An extensive search for this kind of small company began
and one company that fulfils these characteristics was found. The company, Company 3,
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launched several new products and products improvements per year and had extensive
written material about the company and its innovation and design processes. This was
unexpected, because secondary data from small companies is often rare or unavailable
(Davis et al., 1985) which was the case with companies 1 and 2. It was not possible in
practice for the researcher to study Company 3 in the same way as companies 1 and 2.
The company was contacted and a visit made to the company’s premises. A 2.5-hour
semi-structured interview with the product development manager and a 15-minute
informal talk with the founder/owner were done with a guide round the premises. The fact
that companies 1 and 2 were studied before Company 3, and important new knowledge
was gained through these cases, made it possible to fine-tune questions and focus them on
the most relevant parts of small company innovation and design. The fact that the
company also had extensive written material about itself and its innovation and design
processes also allowed for a pre-understanding that facilitated the interview. After the
interview, some additional questions arose that were asked and answered by e-mail by the
product development manager. The findings were also checked for accurateness by e-mail
and phone with the product development manager.
Analysis of the data took place concurrently with the observation time at companies 1 and
2. After the interviews at Company 3, all findings from the three case studies were crosscase-analyzed with each other, compiled, coded and abstracted, and related to existing
literature in the subject.

3.3 Research quality
According to Yin (2003) there are four conditions related to quality in case study
research: construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and reliability. These are
discussed below.
3.3.1 Validity
Construct validity is about establishing the correct operational measures for the studied
phenomenon (Yin, 2003). Three ways to increase the construct validity are to use multiple
sources of evidence, to establish a chain of evidence, and to have key informants review
findings and conclusions (ibid.). Multiple sources of evidence and key informants
reviewing findings were used in this research to increase the construct validity. Much of
the studied phenomenon’s context has also been studied, which will decrease the
probability that parts of the studied phenomenon have been missed.
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Internal validity is about establishing the casual relationships between certain events that
lead to other events (Yin, 2003). This kind of validity is mainly an issue in explanatory
case studies. Some explanatory claims are made in this thesis, mainly causal relationships
between the kind of design processes found and the context, but the strength of these
relationships must be judged by the readers.
External validity deals with the question of whether findings and conclusions from the
study are generalizable beyond the actual case study (ibid.). A case study is generalizable
to theoretical propositions and to broader theory, but not to other populations, and the
goal is to expand and generalize theories, not to show how common certain phenomena
are in a statistical view (ibid.). Case studies allow analytical generalization; external
validity is increased if the findings and conclusions can be used in other contexts or
situations in other studies with the same results. The use of multiple cases in this research
strengthens external validity more than single case studies would. Also, findings have
been related to existing theory in the field (ibid.).
As a way for readers to do their own estimation about the validity of the studies done, the
research process is extensively presented in section 3.2. Firestone (1993) talks about
validation and generalization and how a richly detailed description of the case and the
case context help the reader.
Small companies have broadly similar characteristics across sectors (Bessant & Tidd,
2007); one underlying assumption is that small companies are exposed to approximately
the same external and internal difficulties in their innovation and design efforts,
independent of industry and country. This assumption can affect the validity but may also
enable comparisons with studies in different contexts, for example different industries
and/or countries.
3.3.2 Reliability
Reliability is about how it is possible to do the same study again and reach the same
findings and conclusions (Yin, 2003). Although exactly the same study cannot be done
again, because it is impossible to find the same research objects again and the objects are
affected by the research done, still reliability is increased in this study by the use of field
diaries that document the studies.
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3.4 Methodology reflections
The research done and described in this thesis was not executed in a straightforward way.
The research questions have evolved over time and were at one occasion completely
reformulated. This section aims at discussing the special circumstances and difficulties in
doing research on small companies.
3.4.1 The initial research question
Paper A’s purpose was to give the researcher a basic understanding of small companies,
their innovation and design processes, and problems and needs within them. The
researcher had at this point little prior knowledge of small companies and their innovation
and design processes and expected similarities with larger companies but somehow on a
smaller scale. What was not known then is that most processes in small companies are
informal, so the questions asked in the interviews did not catch this informal way of
working. Many questions aimed at the use of formal working procedures as formal
systematic methods and tools. What could be concluded was that the small companies
seldom used formal approaches in their innovation and design processes and that
innovation and design processes were problematic mainly due to scarce resources and
lack of knowledge in different areas. After the initial study, I believed that theory,
methods, and tools from academia derived from research on larger companies would also
be suitable for small companies. I saw the formal systematic methods as the answer and
the solution to the problems the small established companies had in innovation and
design.
The study that resulted in papers B and C was initially planned as an action research study
in several steps, with active participation by the researcher. The idea was to test different
formal systematic methods and tools in real innovation projects in small companies.
Companies 1 and 2 were contacted for participation because they had shown interest and
believed they had problems with their innovation and design processes. First the
companies’ current innovation and design processes had to be mapped. From this current
situation each company was to determine a new goal for their innovation and design
processes. To accomplish this new goal, innovation projects were to start, where different
systematic methods could be introduced and tested. In these innovation projects I was to
participate as the expert in these systematic methods. The projects were then to be
evaluated and followed up. The initial research question was: How can efficient
systematic methods suitable for innovation and design be implemented in small
established companies?
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When the initial research approach was started, the researcher thought that current ways
of working in the innovation and design processes in companies 1 and 2 would be easy to
map and understand, but this was not the case. What was supposed to take about 3-4
weeks took 5 months.
Within this period of 5 months I discovered that the studied small companies did not
suffer from the problems that many existing formal methods aim to solve. These problems
are more common in larger organizations, for example communication, coordination, and
customer interaction problems. In addition, the constant need for cash flow at the small
companies and their hectic and turbulent working environment prevented the small
companies from starting a common innovation project with the researcher. It was also
perceived as a great risk of harm to the companies if the researcher did major interference
through action research with the current processes in the companies. The innovation and
design processes found were also considered to be fairly appropriate and efficient with
respect to the small companies’ contexts. The problems that the small companies had in
innovation and design were mainly due to scarce resources and a turbulent environment,
factors that probably cannot be changed but must be dealt with. The probability that the
first research approach would work was estimated as low. With this in mind the research
questions were completely revised. The implementing idea of formal systematic methods
was abandoned and never carried out. The research questions was redefined and become
more exploratory of small established companies’ innovation and design processes.
3.4.2 Small companies’ identity
Before this research, I mainly knew about large companies and their innovation and
design processes and used large companies as a reference in innovation and design. The
innovation and design processes were initially very hard to grasp and understand in
companies 1 and 2. To be able to understand these processes, I read a lot of academic
literature in the field, but could not confine myself to studies of the innovation and design
processes in small companies because so little has been written on the topic. The strategy
was to look at the context of innovation and design in small companies to get knowledge
and clues that would help to understand the studied phenomenon. These literature studies
were done in parallel and after the observations at companies 1 and 2. General small
company literature told me what a small established company is and its general
characteristics and properties and what context they are working in. More specialized
study of the innovation and design processes in small companies revealed them to be
highly context dependent. With the extensive literature study done it was easier to grasp
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and understand the studied small companies and their processes, organization, and
culture.
It is particularly interesting to note that not only the researcher had large companies as an
ideal and reference, but also the people at the studied small companies saw large
companies and their characteristics as the ideal, model company. As a consequence of this
the people at the small companies believed themselves and the company to be less great
in different areas and some even felt guilt that they do not do as large companies do. This
picture was proven later not to be valid, because they benchmarked themselves against
large companies and not against other small companies with which they had much more
in common. A general, common and healthy picture of small companies’ and their
characteristics seems to be missing, not only in academia but also at the small companies
themselves. Small companies have broadly similar characteristics across sectors (Bessant
& Tidd, 2007), so explaining this phenomenon from the delusion that small companies
are so different from each other is not possible. Why this is the case can only be
speculated on. But let us speculate. A possible explanation from an academic view is the
fact, that most research on established companies is done on large companies (Edwards et
al., 2005; Tidd et al., 2005) and as a consequence most knowledge in this field has
originates with large companies, something that is not always realized. As a natural
consequence this knowledge is also what mainly is communicated externally and taught
in courses in this field at universities. It is odd that small companies are neglected, when
99 percent of all companies are small and employ 50 percent of those employed in the
non-governmental sector (Eurostat, 2009).
Most research actually done on small established companies consists of quantitative
surveys or interviews. It almost looks like researchers feel that they must cover many
small companies in the same research to compensate for the companies’ small size. More
focused research approaches, such as observations of innovation and design processes
over longer times in small established companies are not found in the academic literature
despite the great need for them (Edwards et al., 2005). In this way the research in this
thesis is unique.
I believe that this phenomenon of having large companies as the reference and ideal and
regarding the way large companies solve different processes and working tasks as the best
method can do harm if it is practiced in small companies. Ways of working in larger
companies are necessitated by the fact that the company is large, whereas working in the
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same way in a small company is not a guarantee of making the small company larger or
more professional but can actually make the small company less efficient, solving
problems that do not exist.
3.4.3 Differences between research and small companies’ practices
Another issue that affected the research relates to the differences between academia and
small established companies. There is a mismatch between the short-term near-market
focus of small companies and the long-term basic research interests of universities
(Almeida et al., 2003; Freel, 2003; Lee et al., 2001). Benefits, from the small companies’
perspective, of collaborations between academia and small companies have not been
shown (Freel, 2003; Stridh & Swärdh, 2008). This mismatch was present during the
observation time at companies 1 and 2. Table 7 lists some differences between my
experiences as a researcher and the experiences of those who work in a small company.
Table 7. The differences experienced between doing research and working in a small
company

Doing research
New knowledge as goal
Theoretical
Long time horizon
Formalization and systematization
Why does it work and how?
Results demand accuracy and take time
Practical usage of new knowledge is not
always important
Uncertain results, no guarantees

Working in a small company
Profit as goal, make the business run
Practical, hands on
Short time horizon
Informality and flexibility
It works! Don’t touch it!
Fast results at the expense of accuracy
Practical usage of new knowledge is
paramount
Clear and confident results are preferred

With the above in mind, I am glad to report that actual benefits, from the small
companies’ perspective, to collaboration with academia were shown in this research
approach. Companies 1 and 2 principally benefited from having the researcher in the
companies for direct and participating observation. For companies 1 and 2 the most
appreciated parts were the interaction with the researcher on site and on the companies’
conditions. It was a knowledge exchange between the companies and the researcher in
real working situations inside the companies, and this suited the small companies. The
larger part of the knowledge transfer occurred during the period of collecting data at the
companies and not from the academic papers that were written later on. The research did
not trespass or interfere with daily activities but the employees felt that they got support, a
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new perspective, and ideas from the researcher during his time there. The researcher gave
alternative views of certain processes or tips that sped up some problematic processes.
Since the companies did not have much to offer me for free, it was very important that
this exchange occurred during my visits to the companies. Company 2 said that they
invested little resources in the research and doubted that academic research could offer
them anything useful, yet they got much back that they had practical use for. We found
the approach to be a good way to transfer knowledge from academia to small companies
and vice versa. Walker et al. (2007) found that small companies are interested in skill
training as long as it is directly applicable to the current situation in the company; the
approach used in the study of companies 1 and 2 achieved this. These actual benefits for
the small companies were unexpected but very welcome. For the researcher, the inside
perspective gained through the long observation time yielded a lot of new knowledge.
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4 Summary of Appended Papers
A short summary of the three research papers and their results and conclusions is
presented next.

4.1 Paper A
Title: The use of methodology for product and service development in SMEs: An
explorative study of 18 small companies
Author: Lars Löfqvist
Status of publication: Published in the Proceedings of the 8th International CINet
Conference, “Continuous Innovation – Opportunities and Challenges,” Gothenburg,
Sweden, 7-11 September 2007.
Purpose: The purpose of the study was to examine the innovation processes within small
companies and their use of systematic methods within these processes.
Research method: Case study methodology was used and semi-structured interviews
were done in 18 small established companies, 11 of which were manufacturers of goods
and 7 service companies.
Main findings and conclusions: Main conclusions from this study are that innovation
was seen as a problematic area for small companies. There were many good ideas suitable
for innovation within the small companies but their realization was usually prevented by
scarce resources. The use of systematic methods in the innovation processes was scarce
but possible, as was shown in one company.

4.2 Paper B
Title: Prerequisites for innovation in small companies: A multiple case study
Author: Lars Löfqvist
Status of publication: Published in the Proceedings of the 9th International CINet
Conference, “Radical Challenges in Innovation Management,” Valencia, Spain, 5-9
September 2008.
Purpose: The purpose of this study and paper was to examine the prerequisites for
innovation in small companies and to describe and analyze their effects on the small
companies’ innovation processes.
Research method: Case study methodology was used, with three small established
companies as cases. Direct and participating observation, semi-structured interviews,
studies of archival records, documents, and physical artifacts were done.
Main findings and conclusions: The study used Bessant and Tidd’s (2007) model of the
innovation process as reference. The contextual factors in the model were found to be
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valid. The study also confirmed existing research on prerequisites for small company
innovation in several areas, including management, strategy, committed resources,
creative climate, and proactive behaviour. The examined small companies were close to
their customers and users; these relationships were friendly and consisted of an
intertwined mix of trust, give and take, support, service, sales, and innovation that all
reinforce each other. Relationship marketing was the main marketing technique, which
was found to be closely connected to the innovation processes. Customer support was
found to be important. Knowledge needed in the innovation processes was gained through
direct informal communication with external actors. Scarce resources being a known
barrier for innovation in small companies was confirmed in this study. However, the
study also showed five different ways that small companies can increase and use existing
resources more efficiently: receive financing for innovation work from customers, have
customers and users do actual innovation work for free, adopt lead-user innovations, use
external experts in the small company’s network as pro bono consultants, and outsource
activities that usually steal a lot of resources from the innovation activities. It was found
to be both common and easy to take resources from innovation activities and put them in
more acute areas to enable sales and maintain cash flow.

4.3 Paper C
Title: Design processes and novelty in small companies: A multiple case study
Author: Lars Löfqvist
Status of publication: Published in the Proceedings of the 17th International Conference
on Engineering Design ICED’09, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA, 24-27 August
2009.
Purpose: The purpose of the study was to expand knowledge of design processes in small
companies. The explorative research questions were:
• How do small established companies execute their design processes within their
innovation processes?
• How do the relative novelty of the product being developed and the relative novelty of
design processes, to the designers and others involved, affect the design process?
Research method: Case study methodology was used with three small established
companies as cases and different design processes as embedded units within the cases.
Direct and participating observation, semi-structured interviews, studies of archival
records, documents, and physical artifacts were done.
Main findings and conclusions: Eight different design processes were identified and
examined. The findings show that small companies have different kinds of design
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processes even within the same company. The design processes found were linear,
systematic, and structured or cyclical, experimental, and knowledge-creating and there
were both finished and unfinished design processes. A generic design process model of
reference by Cross (2008) was found valid in the linear design processes. If an extra
feedback loop was added it also managed to describe the cyclical design processes. The
concept of relative novelty (Tidd & Bodley, 2002) was used to explain the two different
kinds of design processes found. If the relative novelty of design processes and the
product to be developed were low for those involved in the design processes, a linear
design process worked. The same design process was found to be less suitable if both the
relative novelty of the product to be developed and of design processes were high. A
cyclical design process was found to work no matter the relative novelty. Intense
interaction and communication with customer, users, and other external actors was seen to
be needed in all examined design processes.
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5 Findings and Discussion
5.1 Small companies’ innovation and design processes
5.1.1 The use of methods in the innovation and design processes
In Paper A, the use of formal systematic methods in the innovation processes in small
companies was examined. The use of formal systematic methods was rare among the
companies with the exception of one company that had a systematic, method-supported
design process. Small companies often lack the qualifications and resources for a
methodologically systematic design process (Franke et al., 2003). Most processes in small
companies are informal, as has been stated by Tidd and Bessant (2009) and Pilemalm
(2002); the study in Paper A did not record this informal way of working. In Paper A it is
concluded that formal systematic methods were seldom used; in Paper C the informal way
of executing the design processes was examined.
Methods are used to solve problems (Jones, 1992) and many systematic methods
available in innovation and design must be regarded as tools for large companies to solve
their problems in their innovation and design processes. These problems were not present
in the examined small companies. For example, the examined small companies did not
have the internal and external communication and coordination problem that many
systematic methods, such as cross-functional teams and formalized documentation
procedures, aim to solve. Easy communication and coordination are common
characteristics in small companies, which has been found by Adams (1982), Cannon
(1985) and Vossen (1998). Integration of different functions is futhermore of less
importance in small companies, because functions are less specialized and less likely to
be separated by physical and organizational distance (Tidd et al., 2005), which was also
shown in the companies examined in papers B and C. Systematic methods for market,
customer and user interaction, and communication, as for example focus groups and
customer surveys, were also found to be less needed because of the close, natural, and
intense interaction and communication found between the examined small companies and
their customers and users. Proximity to customers and users in small companies were also
found in studies by Carson (1995) and Rothwell and Dodgson (1994). Using systematic
methods to find ideas suitable for innovation seems unnecessary because of the
abundance of good ideas suitable for innovation originating in the interaction with
customers and users. Finding good ideas was not a problem, obtaining resources to
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develop them was. This abundance of good ideas suitable for innovation in small
companies was also found in a study by Dalrymple (2007).
Systematic methods are often formal (Cross, 2008) and this property probably contributes
to their unsuitability with the informal processes common in small companies. Another
reason for informality in the small companies examined is that an informal relationship
with customers and users was found to be a large part of their innovation and design
processes. This was particularly found in companies 2 and 3.
The rare usage of formal systematic methods can also be explained from the perspective
and fact that small companies have scarce resources (Ghobadian & Gallear, 1996;
Rothwell, 1989; Rothwell & Dodgson, 1994; Welsh & White, 1981; Zontanos &
Anderson, 2004) and must use them efficiently. Although formal and systematic methods
are claimed to work in many different specific situations (Cross, 2008), Jonassen (2000)
states that it is more efficient to use domain-specific methods than abstract and generic
domain-independent methods. This makes domain-specific ways to solve problems in
innovation and design more suitable for small companies because they are always forced
to be as efficient as possible. Companies 2 and 3 displayed informal design processes
with their own domain-specific methods developed to suit the companies, the design
processes, and the context. Examples of these domain-specific methods used are the
integration of customers and users in the design work and the use of prototyping and
mock-ups to gain feedback. The combination of processes to maximize resources and to
coordinate the innovation and design processes with other processes in the companies is
another informal domain-specific method that was practiced. Other examples are the use
of overall constraints in the design work to obtain consensus on the design, running many
design processes concurrently to be able to evaluate them properly, and striving for a
simple design to facilitate lead-user2 inventions, as occurs in Company 3. Formal,
abstract, systematic methods were in fact in use in Company 2 in the development of
software products with low relative novelty. Examples of these systematic methods were
project planning, abstraction, and different flowcharts. This exception can be explained by
the fact that design problems in software development are quite well structured, making
formal methods suitable (Jonassen, 2000). Problems in software design are also quite
abstract which fits abstract formal design methods better. In the study in Paper A, another
2

Lead-users are users that face needs that will be general in a marketplace earlier than other users, and they benefit
greatly if a solution to these needs is obtained. Lead-users can by themselves modify existing products to satisfy their
unmet needs (von Hippel, 1988).
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small company, not in software development, was found to use systematic design
methods. Examples of identified methods used in this company were brainstorming
(Osborn, 1953), quantitative structures (Tjalve, 1979), and design for assembly
(Andreasen et al., 1983). The designers in this company had all worked with the same
products in a large company before, so the relative novelty of the products to develop and
the process to do so were low. They had found a process that almost always worked and
were also able to explain it in a generic, abstract form. This ability to explain their process
and way of working on a generic and abstract level was interpreted as the usage of formal
systematic design methods. It is possible that the companies studied in Paper A were not
aware that the way they were working can be seen as method supported. It is important to
note that even if the companies could not always describe their innovation processes, they
still developed and launched successful products. Products do not develop themselves and
are too complex to be realized by chance, so there must be some kind of working process
by which they are developed. Perhaps many of the companies studied in Paper A had
well-functioning ways of developing new products, and the interviewees simply could not
describe them. This was apparently the case with Company 2, where observations showed
well-functioning innovation processes with the use of systematic methods but
interviewees could not describe them properly.
To summarize the reasons why small established companies seem not to be using formal
systematic methods:
 The problems the methods aim to solve are not present.
 It is more resource efficient for a company to use their own domain-dependent
methods than formal, domain-independent methods.
 The methods’ formality is less suitable given the informal processes common in
small companies.
 The methods’ formality does not fit well with the informality in the interaction
with customers and users.
In spite of Jonassen’s (2000) findings of efficiency in the use of domain-dependent
methods, the above reasons why small established companies do not use formal
systematic methods have not been found in other studies.
Paper A concluded that innovation is an area of concern for the examined small
companies. The use of formal systematic methods in innovation processes was rare, and
the above discussion shows how these methods are probably not the solution to small
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companies’ problems with their innovation processes. It was also found that scarce
resources were the main reason that prevented the exploration and realization of
innovative ideas, and this seems to be the primary source of the problems in the examined
small companies’ innovation processes. The small companies were found to have some
approaches and strategies to deal with this resource scarcity in innovation and design,
which will be further discussed in section 5.1.4.
5.1.2 Intertwined innovation processes
The innovation processes were found to be intertwined in other activities and processes in
the examined small companies in the studies in papers B and C. Innovation apparently
must be done side by side with ordinary activities and processes; the innovation processes
apparently cannot be isolated in small established companies. This is due to the fact that
the same employees have responsibility for both day-to-day activities and innovation
activities and to the physical smallness of the companies’ premises. The companies must
make the best of the situation. These intertwined innovation processes had both positive
and negative effects in the studied companies. The negative effect from an innovation
perspective is that resources were easily taken from innovation activities to fix acute
problems in daily operations. The positive effects were the synergy effects that were
achieved when innovation processes were intertwined and mixed with other processes and
activities. This caused existing scarce resources to be used in a more efficient way. For
example, the support function in Company 2 not only supported issues in the contact with
customers and users. The support was also a channel for sales, marketing, and input and
feedback on innovation activities. The small size of the companies, with easy
communication and coordination, and the employees’ often broad knowledge and
multiple functions at the companies enabled this way of working. Intertwined innovation
processes are not a totally new phenomenon; for example, Clarkson and Eckert (2005)
and Berger (1999) have also found this. The inability to isolate innovation activities in
small companies was found in studies by Bodin (2000) and Pilemalm (2002). However,
these researchers did not relate the intertwined innovation processes to the ability to gain
synergy effects and the efficient use of resources, a finding unique to this thesis.
5.1.3 The important role of customers and users
To involve customers and users in innovation processes is not a new idea. One famous
pioneer in the area is for example von Hippel (1988) with his lead-user theories. One
important kind of proactive linkage found in the examined companies in papers B and C
and at the same time a large part of the innovative organization in companies 2 and 3 are
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the companies’ customers and users. In Company 1 the importance of customers and
users was shown in the design processes that had low customer and user involvement
during the process. These design processes had difficulties due to lack of customer and
user feedback to the processes. The friendly and close relations to customers and users in
companies 2 and 3 meant that they become a fundamental resource in the small
companies’ innovation processes. The customers and users were found to finance
innovation processes, provide most of the ideas suitable for innovation, participate and do
innovation work for free for the companies. They also developed lead-user inventions by
themselves and then gave the inventions away for free to the small companies, while
continuously giving feedback and input to innovation processes as a way to steer the
processes in the right direction.
For example, with the lead-user inventions done in Company 3 in Paper C, the company
actively searched for a simple design for its products. Complex design and solutions
presumably mean complex innovation and design processes, which can be expensive and
hard to manage. The simple design of the products also meant that users could more
easily modify the products on their own and make lead-user inventions, as described by
von Hippel (1988). This was an efficient way to increase resources for innovation. The
company not only learned of real customer and user problems, but also got the solutions
to these for free, which saved a lot of effort and resources.
One exceptional thing is that intense customer and user interaction and communication
took place not only in the design processes with a high relative novelty but also in the
least novel design processes. This high customer and user interaction and communication
in processes with low relative novelty was an unexpected finding. According to Engwall
(2004) and Tidd and Bodley (2002), a high level of interaction with customers, users, and
other external actors is needed in innovation processes with high uncertainty and high
relative novelty, in order to get input and feedback to the development process. This
indicates or is an indirect proof that the innovation processes found are affected by
something external that further increases the uncertainty and the relative novelty. A
qualified guess is that this external thing is the turbulent and uncertain organization and
environment that the examined small companies were working in. This turbulence and
uncertainty affects the whole small company, including processes such as the innovation
process.
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5.1.4 Efficient use of resources in the innovation processes
In section 5.1.1 we concluded that the most probable cause for problems in innovation
processes in the examined small companies was scarce resources and not the lack of
formal systematic methods. What was mainly found in Paper B is that the examined small
companies had several approaches to increase resources or to use existing scarce
resources more efficiently in their innovation processes. These approaches were receiving
financing for innovation work from customers, having customers and users do innovation
work for free, adopting lead-user innovations, using external experts as pro bono
consultants, and outsourcing activities that steal resources from the innovation activities.
In addition to those approaches, other approaches to the efficient use of resources will be
discussed.
A creative and efficient use of internal and external resources has been shown to be a
central theme in the examined small companies’ innovation and design processes. What
has not yet been discussed is how resource efficiency can be reached through the
structures of the design processes. It will also be discussed how small companies lower
risk and save resources through a closeness to customers, together with a fit between the
product to develop, skills and knowledge, and certain small company characteristics.
Knowledge in project management was found to be important in innovation processes
with low relative novelty. Low relative novelty made it easier to plan and execute design
processes as projects. The design processes with high relative novelty were not executed
in the form of projects. Company 1 tried executing a high novelty design process in the
form of a project but failed. In the design processes with low relative novelty in Company
2, planning time and resources meant that existing resources were used in a more efficient
way. But there was also another resource-saving logic used in the cyclical innovation
processes. This was made possible by the small companies’ special characteristics,
including fast and informal communication, rapid decision making, and flexibility,
together with the extensive and continuous feedback from customers, users and other
external actors. Following a cyclical approach with continuous and extensive feedback,
the company can quickly find out if they are working on the right things and in the right
direction, which saves resources. It is hard to predict the optimal solutions, especially
with the design processes with high relative novelty, and it is easy to put effort into the
wrong activities or solutions. A cyclical approach caused as little as possible of the
innovation work to be applied to the wrong solutions, because the customers and users
continuously valued solutions and gave feedback and ideas during the whole innovation
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process. The customers and users are the final judges of a product’s value, and this value
can be said to be optimized since these judges are part of the process creating the value.
The often friendly and honest relationships with customers, users, and other external
actors made feedback honest and accurate.
Although the actual selection of ideas to develop in small companies’ innovation
processes is outside the scope of this thesis, one common approach used by companies 1,
2, and 3 in the selection phase pertains to the efficient use of resources in later parts of the
innovation process. Small companies are usually used to risk because of the uncertain and
turbulent environment common in small companies (Ratcliffe-Martin & Sackett, 2001;
Welsh & White, 1981). One approach to lower risk is to only begin serious amounts of
design work if there is a customer that demands or needs the innovation. Low et al. (2007)
also found that some small companies only innovate upon customer requests. This lowers
the market uncertainty and risk and mainly leaves only technology risk and uncertainty to
handle. With a customer to buy the innovation in the end and to pay for the development
effort, the company can receive continuous feedback from the customer during the whole
design process. The very fact that it is a customer asking for advice and feedback in the
innovation process further lowers the risk that efforts are applied to the wrong solutions.
Sometimes the customer also finances the design process, which in turn also lowers the
risk and increases the resources further.
Cannon (1985) has found the importance of customers’ support during the innovation
process when he states that innovation processes without customer support often fail in
small companies. Technology uncertainty and risk are handled through the fact that there
are special kinds of product innovations that small established companies bring into
being. Dallago (2000) and Mosey (2005) found that product innovations in small
companies are not accomplished due to new technology but rather with less novel
technology or by using existing technology in new ways. This use of less novel
technology and reusing existing technology was shown in the studied companies’ design
processes. Less novel technology or existing technology increase the probability that
specialists will be unnecessary in the innovation process, which suits small companies
that usually have owner-managers and employees with generalist knowledge (Bodin,
2000; Pilemalm, 2002; Verhees, 2005; Welsh & White, 1981) and no employed
specialists (Freel, 2000). Most likely the needed skills and knowledge to create the
innovation can be found in just a few or one single person in the company, due to their
generalist knowledge. This generalist knowledge is also complemented by the knowledge
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possessed by customers, users and others in the company’s environment that are part of
the innovation and design processes. Thus, the technological uncertainty and risk are
lowered, because the technology chosen matches the knowledge and skills possessed by
the actors in small companies’ innovation processes. External and expensive expertise is
less needed, which saves resources. The reusing of known existing technology also saves
development resources.

5.2 The prerequisites for innovation in small companies
For innovation to be possible in small companies, some prerequisites must exist. On a
fundamental level there must be resources available for innovation. The study in Paper B
primarily dealt with the prerequisites for innovation to occur in small companies. What
could be concluded from that study is that if a small company has well-developed routines
within the contextual factors of Bessant and Tidd’s (2007) innovation process model, it
may have a working innovation process. If parts of the contextual factors were missing, a
working innovation process is problematic to achieve. The three contextual factors will be
further discussed more deeply in the sections below.
5.2.1 Strategic leadership, direction, and deployment
Some kind of uniform strategy, vision, goal, or direction within the small companies
studied seems to enhance innovation, a finding that is supported by Bessant and Tidd
(2007). Example of a lack of conformity in strategy, vision, and goal were shown in
Company 1, whose two leaders at the helm confused the employees. The companies in the
study did not have great power or control over the marketplace, and their environment
was uncertain and turbulent. These characteristics of small companies, also found by
Carson (1995), Ratcliffe-Martin and Sackett (2001) and Welsh and White (1981), made
planning hard and long-term strategies less useful in the examined companies. This was
also indirectly shown by the fact that sales almost always had priority and production
troubles had to be quickly fixed to maintain cash flow. Any plans were put aside if the
cash flow was threatened. Deprioritized innovation processes when faced with short time
pressure were also found by Woodcock et al. (2000). The fact that small companies are
sensitive to disturbance in the cash flow was also found by Welsh and White (1981). This
made the time horizon short in the examined small companies; short-term returns were
favoured over long-term ones. Westhead and Storey (1996) have also found this
predilection for short-term returns in small companies.
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Apparently it is easy to steal resources from innovation and design processes if doing so it
will not affect the company’s performance in the short run. Production troubles were a
resource stealer from innovation. One company, Company 3, had outsourced all
production primarily because it was cheaper, but an incidental effect was that fewer
resources were taken from the innovation activities. It seems that long-term strategies and
goals had less importance in the small companies in this study because the future seemed
to be hard for them to predict. One thing that mitigates the effects of and compensates for
this uncertain and turbulent environment was that the examined small companies were
flexible and had the ability to rapidly respond to future situations and could handle future
difficulties when they occurred. Deal with problems as they arise is a common approach
in small companies, as was also found by Dalley and Hamilton (2000).
5.2.2 Innovative organization
The need for a creative climate cannot be underestimated in the examined small
companies’ innovation activities. Scarce resources made creativity necessary in at least
three stages: obtaining needed resources, using these resources in the best way in the
innovation and design processes, and then actually creating the new product.
Communication and coordination was not a large problem in the examined small
companies’ innovation processes due to their small size and relative easy access to
different people they required within and outside the organization. The few
communication problems found had their origin in interpersonal relations and not in
organizational issues. To achieve a creative and constructive climate suitable for
innovation, those companies that trusted their employees and had an owner-manager who
delegated authority and power had this effect. Often small companies have an ownermanager who does not like to cede authority and responsibility rather to retain control
over most aspects of the business (Adams 1982; Cannon 1985). Examples of this were
seen in the study in Paper B, with the effect of decreasing creativity among employees.
5.2.3 Proactive linkages
This study shows that proactive linkages and external linkages in general were crucial and
very important in the innovation processes in the studied small companies. These linkages
were primary with customers, users, suppliers, other companies, and external specialists.
Relationship marketing was found to be the primary marketing technique, which was also
highlighted by Zontanos and Anderson (2004). Relationship marketing was found to be
highly related to innovation activities. Through these relationships and links, ideas
suitable for innovation and continuous and extensive feedback on the innovation and
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design processes were gained. Without efficient linkages innovation processes were found
to have difficulties due to lack of knowledge, information, and feedback. This was shown
in an abandoned design process in Company 1. Different kind of links and
communication channels seem to enhance communication and innovation in the examined
small companies, because they increased the probability that different actors would find a
communication channel that suited them best. Example of communication channels used
were personal meetings, phone, mail, e-mail, customer support, and trade fairs. The small
companies in papers B and C were all reactive to requests for innovations; the companies
that also were proactive were more innovative and launched more new products. This
importance of proactive behaviour in innovation is supported by Bessant and Tidd (2007).

5.3 Relative novelty and innovation processes
5.3.1 The impact of relative novelty
In the study in Paper C, eight different design processes were found and examined as to
their relative novelty in two dimensions: the relative novelty of the product to develop, as
described by Tidd and Bodley (2002), and the relative novelty of design processes in
general for the designers and others involved. The results showed that the small
companies studied had different design processes, with different degrees of relative
novelty. The eight design processes found are depicted in Figure 4 below.
High

The realized small modification design
process (Company 1)
The large new product
design process (Company 1)

Relative
Novelty of
Design
Processes

The unrealized small
attempts design process
(Company 1)
The lead-user design
process (Company 3)

The large standard
design process
(Company 2)
Low
Low

Relative Novelty

The small standard
of Product
design process
The customer-specific
(Company 2)
design process
(Company 2)

High

The open experimental
design process within
certain constraints
(Company 3)

Figure 4. The eight different design processes found in relation to two different kinds
and grades of relative novelty
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The grey dots in Figure 4 are design processes that are usually finished and the white dots
are abandoned design processes with unfinished products. Both linear and cyclical design
processes were found in the examined companies; if these structures are added to the
conclusive picture above the result is Figure 5, which shows the working and nonworking structures of design processes within different kinds and grades of relative
novelty.
High

Relative
Novelty of
Design
Processes

Low
Low

Relative Novelty
of Product

=

Working cyclical,
experimental and
knowledge-creating design
process

=

Working linear, structured
and systematic design
process

=

Non-working linear,
structured and systematic
design process

High

Figure 5. Working and non-working design processes in relation to different kinds and
grades of relative novelty

Linear structured and systematic design processes were successfully used when there
were low relative novelties of both kinds. These design processes mirrored the design
process model of reference by Cross (2008). In these linear design processes most of the
exploration of the design problem was done prior to the generation of possible solutions.
This low relative novelty meant that these design processes could be planned accurately
in advance and executed in a quite systematic linear manner. During this kind of design
process there was extensive feedback and communication with customers and users.
The other kind of design process found is the cyclical, experimental, and knowledgecreating design process with extensive feedback from customer, users, and other external
actors. These design processes were done in cyclical loops of exploration, generation, and
evaluation. Solutions are generated and tested on the design problem to gain new
knowledge to use when new possible solutions are created to test, and so on. In practice
these tests of solutions were done with customers, users, and other external actors to gain
feedback and new knowledge. In the cyclical design processes the exploration is done in
several stages within the cyclical loops. A cyclical design process is theoretically
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estimated to be working if a high relative novelty is present (Engwall, 2004; Lynn et al.,
1996; O’Shea & McBain, 1999), but this approach also worked with low relative novelty
of the kinds examined, which was an unexpected finding. These cyclical design processes
commonly used in the examined small companies did not quite fit into the design process
model of reference by Cross (2008). If Cross’s (2008) design process model of reference
is modified with an extra feedback loop, it manages to catch these cyclical processes too.
In Figure 6 below this modified design process model with linear and cyclical design
processes is shown.

Figure 6. Modified design process model for both linear and cyclical design processes

5.3.2 Do cyclical design processes naturally suit small companies?
Five out of eight design processes found had a cyclical structure. These kinds of design
processes were also found by Guimarães et al. (1996) and Larsson (2001) in small
companies. This cyclical approach was also found by Engwall (2004), Lynn and Akgün
(1998) and Lynn et al. (1996) to be well-functioning approaches in innovation processes
under conditions of great uncertainty, as processes with high relative novelty normally
are. Lynn et al. (1996) states that experimental innovation processes of probing and
learning are expensive for a company, but they are probably referring to large companies
in this statement. For small companies this probably does not hold true, because of their
flexibility, low bureaucracy, rapid decision making and the natural and intensive
interaction and communication with their market, customers, and users. Cyclical,
experimental, and knowledge-creating design processes with probe and learning
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approaches were used in the small companies studied, even through the final product
innovations did not always appear radical to an external viewer. Large companies must
create a special organization form and environment to cope with the development of
radical product innovation with high uncertainty (Engwall, 2004), but small companies do
not need to create this because they already have the requisite environment and therefore
have the natural ability to create both incremental and radical new products in cyclical
design processes. It seems that it is not only the relative novelty of the product to develop
and the relative novelty of design processes in general that determine the choice of
process, but also the characteristics of the organization, its size, and its environment.
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6 Conclusions and Future Research
The overall purpose of this thesis, to deepen the knowledge about small established
companies’ innovation and design processes, has been achieved. Existing research was
confirmed and new knowledge was found. The conclusions from the studies done are
summarized below.

6.1 Small companies’ innovation and design processes
The conclusions about small established companies’ innovation and design processes are
divided into different categories for a better overview below.
The use of methods in the innovation and design processes
 The use of formal systematic design methods is low in small companies.
 Formal systematic methods seem not to be efficient in small companies’
innovation processes, because many of the problems they aim to solve, for
example coordination, communication, and interaction problems, are not present,
while for other problems domain-specific methods are more efficient.
 Formal systematic methods fit less well with the informal processes common in
small companies.
 Formal systematic methods do not match the informality in the interaction with
customer and users.
 One exception found, when formal, abstract, and systematic methods do suit the
tasks, is in design processes for software which has more abstract characteristics
resulting in a better fit between the methods and the design problem to be solved.
Overall structures of design processes
 There are different kinds of design processes used within the same small company.
 The two main structures of design processes used are cyclical and linear design
processes.
 The cyclical design processes consist of learning experiments of probing and
learning in cyclical loops, with extensive feedback from customers and users.
 Linear design processes follows the steps in Cross’s (2008) design process model
of exploration, generation, evaluation, and communication. This kind of process
also includes extensive feedback from customers and users.
Intertwinement of the innovation and design processes
 The innovation and design processes were intertwined in other processes to gain
synergy effects and to use existing scarce resources more efficiently.
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 Innovation and design processes were found to be impossible to separate from
daily activities in the examined small companies.
 It is common that problems in day-to-day activities steal resources from innovation
and design processes.
The importance of customers and users in the innovation and design processes
 Customer and user interaction, communication, and feedback are crucial during the
innovation and design processes in small companies.
 There are relative few employees involved in innovation processes inside small
companies, but if external actors such as customers, users, and others are taken into
consideration, the number involved increases.
 Small companies have the natural prerequisites to efficiently take advantage of and
use lead-users and adopt lead-user inventions in their innovation activities.
 Customer and user feedback help to steer innovation and design processes in the
right directions.
Approaches to increase and use existing scarce resources more efficiently
 Obtain financing for innovation from customers asking for or needing the product
innovation.
 Include customers and users in the innovation and design processes, doing actual
innovation work.
 Use external experts in the small company’s network as pro bono consultants in
the innovation and design processes.
 Intertwine the innovation and design processes in other operational processes to
gain synergy effects.
 Outsource activities that might otherwise steal resources from innovation and
design processes.
 Reduce formality in the innovation and design processes, making the processes
more efficient.
 Use the right kind of design process structure to match relative novelty aspects
and small company characteristics.
 Strive to achieve a simple design to lower the complexity of both the design
process and the final product, which in turn increases the probability of lead-user
inventions.
 Adopt lead-user inventions.
 Match the technology used in new products with small companies’ knowledge and
skills and reuse known technology and solutions.
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 Only start to do serious innovation work if there is a customer asking for or
needing the innovation, to be sure that the innovation efforts will be compensated.

6.2 The context’s effect on innovation and design processes
Innovation and design processes in small established companies were found to be highly
context dependent and hard to understand without also understanding the context. The
following conclusions about the effect of the context are categorized according to the
contextual factors in Bessant and Tidd´s (2007) innovation process model.
6.2.1 Strategic leadership, direction, and deployment
 Some kind of uniform strategy, vision, or goal was found to be important for
innovation processes to succeed.
 Mixed family and business issues can affect innovation processes negatively.
 Delegating power and authority among the employees increases innovation.
 Committed resources to innovation were found to be crucial for innovation to
occur.
6.2.2 Innovative organization
The need for a creative environment in small companies, with trusted employees and
shared power and control, cannot be underestimated. Creativity is needed to gain
resources, use them in the most efficient way and actually create the product.
6.2.3 Proactive linkages
 Proactive linkages to customers, users, and other external actors are crucial in
small companies’ innovation and design processes and many different
communication channels with these actors increase innovation.
 The examined companies were all reactive in innovation but those that were also
proactive were more innovative.

6.3 Product and process novelty
The characteristics of the design problem to be solved, small company characteristics and
the concept of relative novelty for the product to develop and for design processes in
general are found successful in explaining the use of different kinds of design processes in
small established companies. The following conclusions may be drawn:
 Linear, systematic, and structured design processes worked when the relative
novelties were low for both the product to be developed and for design processes
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in general. The same type of design process was found unsuitable within a high
relative novelty situation.
 Cyclical, experimental, and knowledge-creating design processes worked no
matter the relative novelty.
 Small companies seem to have the natural prerequisites to practice cyclical design
processes, mainly due to their flexible organization and close relationships with
customers and users.

6.4 Future Research
The research done in this thesis focussed on the context and the implementing phase, the
design phase, of the innovation process. The phases of generating and selecting ideas for
input to innovation are very briefly described in papers B and C but not examined more
deeply. If Bessant and Tidd´s (2007) innovation process model were used, additional
knowledge about these issues would fill in all parts of the model and give a more
complete overall picture of small established companies’ innovation processes. All parts
of an innovation process and its context interact; therefore, this thesis only provides a
partial description of innovation processes within small established companies.
Carrying out a quantitative test on findings from this thesis would be interesting to see if
it is possible to generalize the findings statistically. Many more interesting areas for
further research exist, such as a closer examination of the concept of relative novelty and
its content, to see how it influences the innovation and design processes further in small
companies. To further examine the intertwinement of innovation and other processes in
small established companies would also be interesting for future research.
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the use of systematic methods in the product and service
development process within small companies. The method used was semistructured interviews with persons involved in the product or service
development process in the companies. The results show that almost all of the
18 companies examined in the study used no systematic methodology in their
product or service development processes. The development processes were
often ad hoc and inefficient and the companies were aware of this problem
and suffered from it. They wanted to change their way of working but did not
know how, yet expressed that a more systematic product or service
development methodology could be a promising alternative to solve their
problems. The small companies often had scarce resources for product or
service development and had limited or no knowledge of systematic methods
that could be used in their product and service development processes. Only
one company in the study had a structured and effective product development
methodology that suited the company’s characteristics. This case, however,
shows that a structured and effective product or service development process
is possible in a small company.
Keywords: design methods, product development, service development, small
companies
1.

INTRODUCTION

Increased competition, more complex products and shorter lifecycles of products and
services force companies to become more innovative and flexible to answer the
demands from the market. This is true both for large and small companies. The ability
to generate innovations is the most important factor for success for small companies
(Friis et al. 2002). An innovative product or service development process within the
company is a way to meet these demands. One problem for small companies is lack of
resources and knowledge of systematic methods that can be used in their product and
service development processes (Larsson 2001; Elfving 2004).
There are numerous systematic and efficient methods for product development
processes (Pahl & Beitz 1996; Pugh 1990; Roozenburg & Eekels 1996; Ulrich &
Eppinger 2005) and how it can be introduced in companies (Bessant & Francis 1997)
but these methods are often designed to suit larger companies with greater resources for
product development (Hoffman et al. 1998; Elfving 2004). Small and large companies
are also innovative in different ways and existing methods do not respect that (Olsen et
al. 2006). Elfving (2004) concludes that useable product development models for small
companies are missing in the academic literature. This shows the importance of taking a
closer look at smaller companies’ product and service development processes and their
use of systematic product or service development methods.

1.1 PURPOSE
The purpose of the study is to examine the product and service development processes
in small companies and in particular the use of systematic methods in these processes.
The systematic methods in this study are those that are used in the early phases of the
product or service development process. Examples of these methods are methods that
structure the often complex product or service development process, methods that
facilitate creativity or support the collecting of needs and demands from customers and
end-users, as well as methods that create and evaluate concepts. The aim is to identify
the needs and challenges of adapting, implementing and using systematic and effective
development methods in smaller companies.
2.

METHODOLOGY

Product and service development processes are often complex, with unclear boundaries.
A multi-case study approach was chosen because it allows the researcher to deeply
understand the studied phenomenon and its context (Yin 2003).
2.1 SAMPLE SELECTION
A small company in this study was defined as a company with less than 70 employees.
The small companies in this study had to have their own product or service
development activities or to want to have their own product or service development
activities.
Twenty-nine companies were contacted. These small companies were asked to
participate in the study and 18 were positive. The companies had between one and 70
employees and represent manufacturers of mechanical products, electronic products and
service companies providing for instance software or education. They were mainly B2B
companies and all except for one were from the same small municipality in Sweden.
The one company not from the municipality was considering getting established in the
same municipality.
2.2 INTERVIEWS
The companies that agreed to take part in the study were visited in person and semistructured interviews were carried out with the top managers, usually the owner of the
firm, or some of those responsible and involved in product or service development
within the firm. The interview questions covered the companies’ product or service
development process, the methodology used and the problems and needs within the
process. The research method, semi-structured interviews, was chosen because it can
provide high quality and deep data about the respondents’ thoughts, valuation and
attitudes towards different ideas and concepts, all in a relatively short interview
situation (Silverman 2006).
General questions about the firm and their products and services were asked. If the
company had an existing product or service development process it was discussed.
Otherwise, the need for a product or service development process was discussed.
Questions were asked about attitudes and thoughts about product and service
development, how the process starts, disciplines and persons involved, phases and
activities carried out and supporting methods and techniques. During the interview
problems and needs within the firm’s product or service development process were
identified.

At the semi-structured interviews a rough outline of questions was used. Some of the
questions that were central to the research question were asked at all interviews, while
other questions were put aside when discussions and topics produced other useful
information.
Field notes were used during the interviews. One problem with field notes is that the
researcher cannot go back to the origin as with recordings but only to the field notes as
they were written (Silverman 2005). The field notes were compiled and analysed further
within 24 hours from the interviews, so as little as possible of the data was forgotten.
Important questions at issue that arose in earlier interviews were asked in later
interviews. At the last interviews a theoretic saturation was experienced when no much
new data arose around the most important issues.
It is possible that quantitative methods could have been used in this study instead of the
qualitative method of the semi-structured interview, because the study is mostly about
the methods used in the small companies’ product and service development process. But
this could be misleading because of the fact that one company used several methods
without knowing the method’s name and that the methods were prescribed in academic
literature. This use of product development methods could probably easily be missed if
the company, for example, had to fill in a quantitative survey when they mark the
methods used in the product or service development.
3.

FINDINGS

The semi-structured interviews gave information about the use of systematic
methodology in the product and service development process in smaller companies but
other useful information about the same process also arose.
3.1 THE USE OF PRODUCT AND SERVICE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY
To structure the findings some classification was performed. Product and service
development methods were divided into three categories. The categories were methods
used for analysis of the development problem, methods to support creativity and
methods for evaluation of ideas and concepts. These are common classifications of
product development methods and have equivalence in Ulrich & Eppinger (2005).The
three categories and the firm’s theoretical knowledge of product and service
development and its methods, as well as the company’s will to change their existing
way of working in the product or development process are summarized in Table 1
below.
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●
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●
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●

●
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Table 1. The use of product or service development methodology
The findings showed that many, 12 out of 15, of the companies who have their own
product or service development process, worked without the use of systematic methods
in their development of products and services in the early phases of the development
process. The companies mostly worked in an ad hoc way. One of the vice presidents at
one company described the development process as this: they developed something in
some way and if they were lucky it became some kind of product in the end.
The most common method was the creativity-supporting method of brainstorming
(Osborn 1953), which was used by all the three companies that used product or service
development methods.
The analysis of the product or service development problem to be solved was often
scarce among most of the companies and they usually skipped the analysis phase and
directly tried to solve the product or service development problem without much

knowledge about it. The results of this way of working were that the product or service
development process often became unstructured and inefficient and not very innovative.
Only one company used some method for analysis of the development problem.
Two companies were quite happy with their way of working and did not see why they
should change it even though they often worked inefficiently and in an unstructured
manner, without the use of systematic product and service development methods.
As an exception, a company with only three employees used methods in all three
categories. This methodology was well suited for the company and its resources. They
used several methods without knowing their names or that they were scientifically
developed methods. Examples of methods used for analysis of the development
problem were the use of requirement specifications that were developed in collaboration
with the customer. Examples of creativity-supporting methods used are brainstorming,
the theory of quantitative structures (Tjalve 1979), sketching, and several design–forproperty methods, for example design for assembly (Andreasen 1983). One evaluation
method used, which was also a way to increase the customer value, was that the
company often invited the customer and let him or her do all of the tests of the new
product. This more often than not gave the customer a deep trust in the performance of
the product and in the company. They also integrated industrial design aspects in their
design to gain a more user-friendly and neat product. The company developed almost all
of their products using the same methods. The company worked closely with its
customers.
In relation to previous research the study shows that 11 out of 15 of the companies with
a development process, were conscious of the structural problems and inefficiency in
their development process and said that they suffered from it and want to change it.
These companies explicitly wanted to work more in a more structured way in their
development process and expressed that a more systematic product or service
development methodology could be a promising alternative to solve their problems.
These companies wished to have more knowledge about the product or service
development process and its methods.
Three companies had employees with theoretical knowledge of product development
and its methods. One of the vice presidents of a company in the study, who was familiar
with product development methods from his education, said that they did not use any
product development methods, except for brainstorming, at the company and one reason
was that the methods were too many and it was hard to pick the right one in the right
stage of the development process. Brainstorming was sometimes used because it was
easy to accomplish and had a noticeable effect. He also mentioned that he did not
consider himself to have the time to use other product development methods because
many of his company’s product development projects were so urgent.
3.2 OTHER FINDINGS RELATED TO PRODUCT AND SERVICE DEVELOPMENT
Some other useful information about the product and service development process arose
during the semi-structured interviews that was not directly related to methodology
issues. Two factors, resources and knowledge, were almost always lacking for the small
companies.

3.2.1 RESOURCES
Lack of resources was a main theme for the companies when it comes to product and
service development. The firms often worked with acute problems and short-term
money-makers and said they lack the resources to carry out product or service
development as they wish. It was almost always a problem to finance larger
development projects due to lack of resources. Some of the companies were very active
in fundraising from different foundations and organisations when they planned larger
product or service development projects. The companies were not satisfied with the
venture capital available on the market, as the venture capitalists seldom supported
smaller companies in their experience.
There was no lack of ideas for product or service development projects among the
companies. Many of the companies had a lot of ideas about what could be developed
but scarce resources often prevented their realization.
3.2.2 KNOWLEDGE
Knowledge about different subjects was often lacking in the product and service
development processes in the small companies. There were some supporting
organisations to get help from but the companies often experienced the help as too
theoretical and not useful in reality. The companies wanted more practical help from the
supporting organisations. Knowledge of economic, marketing and law were often
lacking in the product and service development process. The companies said that often
it was too expensive to buy these competencies on a consulting basis. It was also hard
for the companies to get resources for benchmarking and further education for the
employees.
3.2.3 SERVICE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY
Some of the service-providing firms asked for methods and tools to manage new service
ideas and concepts. One major problem they had experienced was difficulty in
communicating their ideas of new services to supporting organisations and investors.
They had experienced that ideas and concepts of physical products were easier to
communicate to others. They thought that the immaterial aspects of services were hard
for most people to grasp. Methods to develop, measure and value services were
requested. The experience of purchasing services among companies was estimated as
low by some companies. This resulted in, according to the companies, too much time
being placed on finding out what the customers actually want to buy. This time was
often unpaid and that was a problem.
3.2.4 MISCELLANEOUS
The planning of the product or service development processes was mostly scarce among
the companies and therefore so was the strategic dimension of product and service
development.
Many of the small companies were fast and flexible to react to their customers’
demands but often this caused a problem when too many resources were applied, as
they saw it, to late changes in the design or customers that did not know or realize what
they want. The companies had a strong will to identify these changing demands earlier
in the product or service development process.

Most of the companies were familiar with each other. The municipality was quite small
comparatively speaking. One repeated statement was that the most creative companies,
the ones with the most ideas for business, also were the ones that other companies often
thought were odd and non-serious.
Industrial design in the product development process is said to be problematic for the
small companies. The companies say it is difficult to purchase because it is hard to
know what you get if you hire an industrial design consultant. It is also experienced as
very expensive and the companies see it mostly as a cost and not an investment.
Some of the companies were sometimes visited by inventors who wanted help with their
inventions. Even if the inventions were good and suited the company’s business the
company could seldom help the inventors due to lack of resources.
Several of the companies were members of both externally constructed networks of
companies and spontaneously constructed networks of companies. They said that
spontaneous constructed networks or alliances often worked better because of the fact
that they usually were built around a real win-win situation for the participating
companies. This win-win situation was often a product development project when the
companies needed each other’s knowledge to manage the project. Alliances were seen
as a way to compete with larger firms, a phenomenon that Miles et al. (1999) confirm.
4.

DISCUSSION

Lack of resources was a main theme for the companies, and not only in product and
service development. This is in accordance with Ghobadian & Gallear (1996), who
reported that small and medium enterprises (SMEs) have comparatively limited
resources. Planning of resources and time in the product or service development process
and the use of product and service development methods can be a way for the small
companies to use resources more efficiently.
The companies had a strong will to identify changing demands early in the product or
service development process, which can be done by using some suitable development
methods.
The fact that several companies in the study said that they did not have the resources to
conduct product or service development as they wished and also said that they suffered
from lack of knowledge about the product or service development process and its
methods matches Larsson’s (2001) and Elfving’s (2004) findings about smaller
companies’ lack of resources and knowledge of systematic methods that can be used in
their product and service development processes.
The vice president of one company said that they do not use product development
methods, except for brainstorming, because many of his company’s product
development projects were so urgent. This is a conception that contradicts the common
comprehension that systematic development methods save time in the product or service
development process.
The most creative companies in the study were often seen as odd and non-serious. This
can indicate that it is only accepted to be creative in small amounts and in a restricted
area. This contradicts the creativity literature that prescribes a lot of wild and crazy

ideas to be sure to find the most promising ideas. One mantra often heard in creativity
literature is “Quantity gives quality” (Osborn 1953).
5.

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

The study shows that almost all of the 18 companies examined in the study used no
systematic methodology in their product or service development processes. Product and
service development is hard for smaller firms to manage and some of the reasons are
lack of resources and knowledge. The companies suffered from their often unstructured
and inefficient product or service development processes and wants to change them.
They saw product and service development methodology as a promising alternative to
help them in their product and service development processes.
The case reveals some important challenges for future research. One challenge is to
examine what mix of methods could support smaller companies’ early phases of the
product or service development process. Another challenge is to examine how to
implement and establish systematic and efficient methods in smaller companies and
examine their effects with regards to efficiency and innovation. The company in the
study that had a smoothly operating product development methodology shows that a
structured and efficient way of developing products is possible even in a small company.
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the prerequisites for innovation in three different small
companies. The method used is an examination of the case studies with
observations during a period of five months and interviews with persons
involved in the innovation activities within those companies. A generic
innovation process model was used as a reference when the case studies were
analysed; the model was found to be valid in describing prerequisites for
small company innovation. The findings confirm previous research on
prerequisites for small company innovation in several areas such as
leadership, strategy, creative climate, innovative organization, and contextual
linkages. The unique value of this study is that relationship marketing - with
intense communication with customers and users - can be a major source for
input and feedback to the innovation activities within the small companies.
Scarce resources is a known barrier for innovation in smaller companies,
which the study confirms; it also shows five different ways that small
companies can increase and use existing resources more efficiently.
Keywords: innovation, new product
relationship marketing, resources
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INTRODUCTION

Increased competition, more complex products, and shorter product lifecycles force
companies to become more innovative and flexible in order to meet market demand.
This is true for both large and small companies. Friis et al. (2002) note the most
important factor for success for small companies is the ability to generate innovation.
Some researchers also note that small and large companies are innovative in different
ways, which existing models and methods do not take into consideration (Olsen et al.
2006). Bessant et al. (2005) conclude that not much is known in academic literature in
the area of innovation and small companies, with the exception of research on small
fast-growing high-tech firms. An innovative product development process within the
small company is a way to meet these demands for innovation. This process is not an
isolated part of an organization, and is dependent upon several prerequisites.
1.1

PURPOSE

The purpose of this study is to examine the prerequisites for innovation in small
companies, and to describe and analyse their effects on the innovation process. This is
achieved by exploring the innovation processes of three separate small companies.

1.2

DEFINITIONS

Innovation, product development, and design are terms that have evolved and have all
adopted a similar meaning (Marxt & Hacklin 2005). This study also makes no
distinction between the terms. The focus here is the process within companies of
developing product innovations, such as introducing new or improving existing goods
and/or services (Francis & Bessant 2005). The term product is, hence, used both for
physical goods and/or services.
A small company is defined as a company that has less than 50 employees and can be
controlled by one owner and/or manager.
1.3

PREVIOUS RESEARCH WITHIN SMALL COMPANY INNOVATION

As mentioned in the introduction, Bessant et al. (2005) conclude that not much is
known in academia in the area of innovation and small non high-tech companies. What
is known, however, is that smaller companies have different characteristics in
comparison to larger companies when it pertains to innovation due to different
technological and economical environments (Audretsch 2001). While many of these
characteristics hinder innovation, some are advantageous. Some of the beneficial
characteristics are: flexibility, agility to react and respond to changed market conditions,
and rapid communication and decision-making within the organization (Adams 1982;
Cannon 1985; Vossen 1998). Limited access to finance (Freel 2000) and scarce
resources (Rothwell 1989; Welsh & White 1981) are among the predominant
characteristics that hinder innovation, as is lack of managerial skills and marketing
knowledge (Adams 1982). External uncertainty is generally higher among small firms;
one reason for this is the lack of power in the marketplace and the fact that many small
firms are dependent upon a large customer (Westhead & Storey 1996). This also results
in a shorter time horizon in small firms. This means long term strategies are less useful,
and that shorter time returns are more favourable than longer ones.
Innovation processes in small firms are often seen as a continuous process with no
distinct starting point and blurred and unclear phases (Cannon 1985), which seem to be
most successful if existing customers are targeted (Adams & Walbank 1983). Problems
within the process are predominantly found in marketing activities and in the early parts
of the innovation process. The most innovative small firms have strong market
orientation (Adams 1982). Support from existing customers is a success factor in small
company innovation and without this customer support, innovation often fails (Cannon
1985). Adams & Walbank (1983) conclude that most small company innovation is
incremental. Radical innovations are very rare. A small company with an
owner/managing director that delegates power and knowledge among its employees is
considered more innovative (Cannon 1985). Many small companies are family-owned
and controlled businesses; it is important to note, however, that more innovative small
companies tend to have lower family involvement in the business (Hadjimanolis 2000).
Some innovation process models exist for smaller companies (Berglund 2007; Verhees
2005). Although these models are comprehensive throughout several phases, they lack
in content detail or are too narrow in scope and are, therefore, considered less useful in
helping small companies with their development efforts. A recent study by Löfqvist
(2007) concludes that innovation is an area of concern for smaller companies.

1.4

MODEL OF REFERENCE

In this study, the innovation process is described and visualized by a generic innovation
process model by Bessant et al. (2007) as depicted in figure 1:

Figure 1. Model for Managing Innovation (Bessant et al. 2007)
The model consists of three generic phases: generating, selecting, and implementing
inputs for change. Bessant et al. (2007) claim that the model is valid to all organizations
independent of size.
In an organization, however, it is the context that determines whether or not most of the
prerequisites for the innovation process will occur. In the above model, the context is
divided into three different factors that interact. It is within these contextual factors
where the prerequisites in this study can be found. The first factor - Strategic Leadership,
Direction, and Deployment - is about balancing risk in a strategic way with a clear
direction, leadership and committed resources. The second factor - Innovative
Organization - describes the structure and climate appropriate for innovation, which
should enable and facilitate creativity and communication. The third factor - Proactive
Linkages – concerns the links to external and internal actors that are part of the
innovation process. Examples of these actors are: users, customers, suppliers, source of
finance, and other actors within or outside an organization.
2.

METHODOLOGY

Innovation processes are often complex and have unclear boundaries. A qualitative
multi-case study approach has been chosen because it allows the researcher to
understand more deeply the studied phenomenon and its context (Yin 2003).
2.1

SAMPLE SELECTION

Three small companies – with their respective products and innovation activities - were
studied. These companies were chosen due to their differing grade of systematic
innovation processes, their varying interaction intensity within their markets, and the
difference in the number of new or improved products launched. A systematic
innovation process means that the company has developed certain routines in order to

execute the process. Table 1 displays some of the characteristics of the three companies
in the study:
Table 1. Some Characteristics of the Three Companies in the Study
Characteristics

Company 1

Company 2

Company 3

Firm Type

Manufacturer
B2B

Software B2B

Manufacturer
B2B and B2C

Systematic Innovation
Process

No

Yes

Yes

Interaction With Market

Low

High

Very High

Amount of New or
Improved Products
Launched

Approximately
One Small
Improvement of
an Existing
Product per Year

Several
Improvements of
an Existing
Product per Year

Several New or
Improved
Products per Year

Employees

23

9

25

Customers

One Big, Many
Small

Many Small

Many Small

Market

Sweden and the
World

Sweden

Sweden and the
World

People Involved in the
Innovation Process at
the Company

5

6

3

2.2

INTERVIEWS AND OBSERVATIONS

Semi-structured interviews were carried out with persons involved in the innovation
activities within the firms. This research method was chosen since it may provide high
quality and detailed data about the respondents’ thoughts, values, and attitudes towards
various ideas and concepts - all in a relatively short interview situation (Silverman
2006).
Field notes were used during the interviews with one difficulty being noted: the
researcher cannot go back to the origin of the field notes as he/she can with recordings,
yet can only refer to them as they were written (Silverman 2006). During the writing of
field notes, analyses are simultaneously done in the interview situation. The field notes
were compiled and then, in an attempt to remember as much as possible, the data was
analysed again within a 24-hour period. Important questions and issues that may have
arisen in earlier were asked again in later interviews. In the final interviews, a theoretic
saturation was experienced when no much new data arose regarding the most important
issues.
The innovation activities of company 1 and 2 were also observed two days a week in
each company during a period of five months. The companies´ activities (particularly
the innovation activities) were observed. These observations provided the opportunity to
cross check answers that had been given in the interviews in order to determine if the
interviewees actually did what they claimed to do.

Company 3 was studied in a different way. This company had a substantial amount of
secondary data available about the company and its innovation process. This was not
the case with Company 1 or 2. Secondary data from small companies is often rare and
unavailable (Davis et al. 1985). This secondary data from Company 3 made it possible
to get a good understanding of its innovation processes. The studies of Companies 1 and
2 were made prior to that of Company 3. The findings from the first studies made it
possible to fine-tune the questions and to focus more upon the most relevant and
interesting areas in small company innovation. This culminated in a visit at Company 3
with a two-and-a-half hour semi-structured interview with the product development
manager,
3.

RESULTS OF THE CASE STUDIES

Each case study is described below.
3.1

COMPANY 1

Company 1 is a manufacturing firm with relatively low technical products for a special
segment of a market. The competitors are few, and the company’s unique selling
proposition is fast delivery of ordered products. It has been more than 20 years since the
company developed entirely new products. Although the company has many ideas
about innovation and makes small attempts to innovate on its own, it usually does not
lead anywhere. Innovation that is requested by the largest customer is treated seriously
with some innovation being achieved; however, these realized innovations are few and
are merely incremental variants of existing products. Recently, upon request from the
larger customer, the company attempted to develop a completely new variant of an
existing product. This project, however, failed in many areas such as teamwork,
planning, and communication. Working routines in the innovation activities were absent.
The market in which it acts has a relatively low rate of change; the market pull is the
dominant demand factor for new or improved products. There are scarce resources for
innovation.
3.1.1

STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP, DIRECTION, AND DEPLOYMENT IN COMPANY 1

A managing director runs the company alongside the owner on the board of directors.
The owner has the ability to interfere in the daily operation of the firm. This results in
two leaders at the helm, which can be confusing for the employees. Goals are not
clearly defined and can change arbitrarily. Much of the conditions for the firm are
dictated by the largest customer. Innovation is said to be the highest priority yet, in
practice, few resources or support is allocated. Sales are always prioritized and orderspecific design and adjustments of the products are most often taking resources from the
innovation activities. Production trouble is common and in order to rectify any problems,
many resources are taken from other activities, such as innovation. Family members and
friends work at the company; therefore, business and family issues are often intertwined,
and underlying conflicts complicate communication and work efficiency. The company
believes strongly in the well-being of its employees and their families and, therefore,
gives them several benefits that are not regulated in their official employment contract.
Innovation is also not supported by all at the company.
3.1.2

THE INNOVATIVE ORGANIZATION IN COMPANY 1

Five persons are more or less involved in the innovation activities of the company;
however, most of the work is done by one or perhaps two of the employees. Those

involved have many roles at the company; hence, it is common that they work with
completely different tasks than what they are supposed to be doing. Cross-functional
teams are not present and there is lack of knowledge in several areas in the innovation
activities. The creative climate is low due to the owner not delegating much power and
control; the owner’s personal traits, therefore, affect the entire company. The effect is
that employees do not always feel trusted with their work. When employees present
their ideas, they are not given the appropriate attention and non-constructive criticism is
a common result. This inevitably decreases creativity. Many of the employees are not
accustomed to taking their own initiative; they want someone to direct them in new
situations. There is no knowledge about creativity, nor about how to create a creative
climate. There is also a great lack of communication. Everyone involved in the
innovation activities are located relatively close to each other, which should enhance
communication yet, at this company, it does not. One explanation is that many of the
employees are taciturn. External consultants are hired (for example, to work in design).
Specialists in the company’s external network are, at times, invited to discuss various
innovation ideas. While they do exist, lead users (Von Hippel 1988) that modify the
company’s products on its own are not common. Moreover, its innovations are not
given the appropriate attention. Those involved in innovation have little understanding
of project work and little knowledge in theoretical and practical innovation work.
3.1.3

PROACTIVE LINKAGES IN COMPANY 1

This company is not proactive in the area of innovation. Instead, it is reactive to
innovation and responds mainly to the requests from its largest customer. There is no
active search for input, ideas, and challenges with innovation even though many
innovative ideas exist. Marketing activities aimed at new customers are low with some
industry magazines and some trade fairs. No formal marketing research is done. Most of
the marketing activities are relationship marketing, built upon relationships with known
customers; it is precisely within these relationships that most of the ideas for innovation
occur. Relationship marketing is defined by Gummesson (2002) as marketing based
upon interaction within networks of relationships. The contacts are mainly with the
buyers and not with the users of the products. There is no natural contact between the
ones involved in innovation and the customers and users. The company has a few
competitors but its activities are not challenged. The change rate in the market is low,
and the demand for product development is also relatively low. The largest customers
see cheaper products as more important than innovative products. Customers that need
support receive help, yet no official support function exists for the company’s products.
3.2

COMPANY 2

Company 2 is a software development firm with a product for a special segment of a
market. The company has a few competitors; the company’s unique selling proposition
is its ability to easily customize the software to exactly fit the customers’ business. The
company’s product is an innovation done by the owner/managing director in the mid
1990s that has since evolved, and a new functionality been added. Its innovations are
incremental modifications of the existing products, new modules, or functionality. The
sources for innovation are mostly market pull, yet there is also technology push. The
market for Company 2 changes moderately, yet the underlying technology for the
product changes fast. The company has scarce resources for innovation, yet gains extra
resources for larger customer-specific innovation projects through direct financing of
the development work by the buying customer. Product maintenance and smaller

innovation projects are financed by the company itself and are launched to the
customers who pay for software upgrades.
3.2.1

STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP, DIRECTION, AND DEPLOYMENT IN COMPANY 2

In Company 2, innovation is given priority since it generates money and work through
customer financing of the development work for most of the larger innovation projects.
Innovation is natural for the employees and is seen as a way to stay competitive, to gain
competence, and to serve customers. Sales and customer-financed innovation are always
prioritized because they are seen as important in order to constantly generate money.
Urgent issues that appear and are related to sales can take resources from the innovation
activities that are not financed by customers. The company has strategies for both the
long and short term, and has clear goals and resources that are committed to innovation.
The owner/manager director considers that the company should work as a football team
toward a common goal. Authority and responsibility are delegated to the employees and
the need for direct leadership is relatively low. Family members work in the company,
yet family issues are not present in the business. The company continuously review
itself and discusses questions such as who they are, what they do, and why.
3.2.2

THE INNOVATIVE ORGANIZATION IN COMPANY 2

People in the company work with what they are supposed to do, and have broad skills to
cover for others when they are needed. The creative climate is high due to the
owner/managing director delegating power and control; communication is informal and
intensive. All employees work together at close proximity, which enhances and
facilitates communication. Visualization is used as a form of communication in
complex issues. Some employees have knowledge of creativity, creativity methods and
tools, and how to create a creative climate. Ideas from employees are given due
attention, and even unconventional ideas are welcomed. Any criticism that is given
when presenting ideas is constructive. Cross-functional teams are not used;
communication with different professions is done directly or at coffee breaks when all
employees meet. They possess almost all of the in-house knowledge, yet must engage at
times external consultants when using new technology. Lead users are not common, yet
they do exist. Annual customer and user meetings are held in order to receive input and
feedback on innovation. The company has working innovation routines and is skilled at
project work, and does most of the larger innovation activities such as formal projects
with customers and users involved in the project organization. Through involving
customers and users, the company increases its resources and innovative organization;
input and feedback is continuously given on each project. This way of working often
produces efficient work, satisfied customers, and high quality products.
3.2.3

PROACTIVE LINKAGES IN COMPANY 2

The company is proactive in the area of innovation. The company is also reactive to
innovation, responding according to requests from customers and competitor activities.
The company always strives to get support and financing from existing customers
involved in larger innovation projects. Marketing activities aimed at new customers are
moderate with some advertisement in industry magazines, circulars, and trade fairs. No
formal marketing research is done. Most of the marketing activities are done through
relationship marketing, which is built upon relationships with known existing customers.
Through this intensive contact and communication with customers and users, most of
the input and feedback to innovation occurs. The company has some problems in

communication with its customer and users due to the fact that its employees can easily
get too technical, which makes them less easily understood. The relationship with its
customers is more of a friendly one where company and customers help each other with
various tasks. There is no active search for input to innovation; still, there are more
good ideas for innovation than there are resources to explore them. Competitors are
monitored in an informal way - and often by Company 2´s customers. The customers
also help Company 2 to sell its products to new customers. The intensive contact with
existing customers and users is not only good since some customers are interrupting.
There is often problems when projects are done with customers who do not understand
project work.
The company actively strives to only employ social people since all employees must be
able to interact with each other in the company, within the market, and with customers
and users. The ones working in the innovation activities meet the customers and users in
their natural environment when visiting them in different innovation projects. The
company is relatively open to the environment, with communication through a variety
of channels mostly with customers and users, and sometimes also through academia,
other companies, and organizations. The external communication channels are informal
meetings, trade fairs, education, support, and user-meetings. The customers expect the
product to develop over time and launch new versions every year. Much of the contact
with customer and users are through the support, which gives continual feedback in the
form of ideas and problems to use as input to innovation. The support is also a way to
serve and keep contact with customers: a channel for sale and marketing and a business
concept for which customers pay.
3.3

COMPANY 3

Company 3 is a manufacturer firm with technical products for a particular segment of a
market. The company has some large competitors. Its products are innovations mainly
conceived by the owner/managing director and his family. They have many ideas for
innovation, and innovate on their own from identified customer and user problems, or
lead user ideas. These innovations are new products and incremental improvements of
existing products. There is a relatively low rate of change in its market and market pull
is the dominant demand source for innovations. The company finances its own
innovation activities itself, has a good reputation, and is a well-known brand on the
market.
3.3.1 STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP, DIRECTION AND DEPLOYMENT IN COMPANY 3
Innovation is prioritized and it appears to be a natural part of the company’s activities.
Innovation is considered to give the company a competitive edge and to satisfy its
customers. The company has strategies, clear goals, and commits its resources to
innovation. Family members and friends work in the company, yet family issues and
business are separated. The company works mostly without present leadership because
authority and responsibility are delegated to its employees.
3.3.2

THE INNOVATIVE ORGANIZATION IN COMPANY 3

The entire company is built around innovation and marketing activities. The company
has outsourced all production and almost all assembling to its suppliers. One probable
exceptional thing for this kind of company is that it has employed specialists to work in
marketing, web publishing, and linguistics. The employees have clearly defined roles
with an obvious interface acting between them. The creative climate is high due to the

owner/managing director delegating power and control; communication is plentiful and
informal. Ideas from employees are given due attention, and even unconventional ideas
are welcome; criticism is constructive. The company has no special knowledge in
creativity or creativity methods and tools, yet manages to create a highly creativity
climate anyway. Visualization is used in communication. Cross-functional teams are not
used in innovation, yet communication with various professions is done directly or at
coffee breaks when all employees meet. Everybody involved in the innovation activities
work in relatively close proximity to each other, which enhances communication.
Almost all necessary knowledge, is available in-house, and the company seldom
engages external consultants. The company understands project work, yet does not
arrange innovation activities as formal projects. The company has working innovation
routines, and works on projects that have identified needs in the market and on which
are fun to work. This way of working is said to result in good innovation. The company
often works on several innovation ideas concurrently as a way to prove which ideas are
strong enough to survive.
Company 3 increases its resources and expands its innovative organization through
using its many lead users that modify the company’s products and give the innovations
to the company for free. This works because of the company’s friendly and intensive
relationships with its customers and users. Moreover, the products are relatively lowtech and are easy to modify. One additional thing that probably increases lead user
activities is the strong and positive emotional bonds that the customers and users have
to some of the company’s products. One thing that makes the lead user innovations
extra useful is that they most often have their origin in real customer and user problems.
A lot of work is saved by the company because they not only have real customer and
user problems served, but there are also working solutions to eliminate the problems.
3.3.3

PROACTIVE LINKAGES IN COMPANY 3

The company is proactive in the area of innovation. They are also reactive in innovation
and react to competitors’ activities and requests, and needs from customers and users.
There is little change in the marketplace; however, customers and users expect new or
improved products since they are so accustomed to it.
The company has an extremely open working environment; anyone is welcome to visit
the company, which is often the case with customers and users. The company is proud
and honest of what it does, and considers that it has nothing to hide from its customer
and users. The relationships with customers and users are more of a friendly
relationship, and the customers and users also help Company 3 to sell its products. The
company actively strives to employ social people since all of its employees must be able
to interact with the market, the customers, and the users. The internet is its primary
platform for communication with customers and users around the world. Mostly
everything the company does, or interesting things that customers or users do, is
published on the home page and in its own customer newspaper. Marketing activities
are done in several ways. Most of the marketing activities are relationship marketing
with both new and existing customers and users. The communication channels with
customers and users are: the company homepage, informal meetings, trade fairs,
education, support, user-meetings, retailer-meetings, and its own customer newspaper.
Through this intensive contact and communication with customers and users, most of
the input and feedback to innovation occurs. There is no active search for input for
innovation. There are more good ideas and problems suitable for innovation than there
are resources to explore them. The company’s interaction with its environment is not

only with customers and users. Interaction with academia, other companies, and
organizations is also common. Competitor analysis is usually conducted at bigger trade
fairs that give input to innovation in two different ways. Analysis sees what the
competitors have that the company must match, and also what the competitors do not
have. What the competitors do not have can later be matched with identified customer
and user problems and needs, and become entirely new products. Much of the contact
with customer and users are through the support. The support gives continual feedback
in the form of ideas and problems that can be used as input to innovation. Support is
also a way to serve and keep contact with the customers and users, and a channel for
sale and marketing. All involved in the innovation activities understand their customers
and users, and speak their language by meeting customers and users in their natural
environment. It is common for the company finance suppliers to be involved in the
innovation process. Otherwise, the innovation project could not occur. This is an
efficient way to manage and rule the company’s suppliers in order to support the
company’s innovation activities.
4.

DISCUSSION

The findings below are divided into the three contextual factors presented in Bessant et
al. (2007) innovation process model and prerequisites for innovation are discussed.
4.1

PREREQUISITES IN STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP, DIRECTION, AND DEPLOYMENT

There is a clear difference between Company 1, and Companies 2 and 3 together, when
it comes to leadership, strategy, clear goals, and committed resources. Leadership is
unclear in Company 1, which makes it difficult for the employees to know to whom
they should listen. This is not the case in the other two companies when strategy,
direction, and goals are clearer and understood. Leadership plays a minor role in these
two companies, where authority and responsibility are delegated to the employees.
Delegated authority and responsibility is not often the case in smaller companies when
owner/managers like to have control of most things, which ultimately decreases
innovation (Adams 1982; Cannon 1985). Strategy, directions, and goals are often
unclear in Company 1, and can change from time to time. This makes it hard for the
employees to build a team and work in the right direction toward a common goal.
Committed resources to innovation are important if there is going to be any innovation
in the end. Innovations do not develop themselves. Scarce resources for innovation are
common in small companies (Rothwell 1989; Welsh & White 1981); this is the case in
Companies 1 and 2. Company 3 seems to have relatively more resources dedicated to
innovation, which probably can be explained in that Company 3´s core businesses are
innovation and marketing. In Company 1, innovation is said to be prioritized, yet not
much resources are committed to it. This makes the innovation rate very low and the
few resources given are easily redirected to more urgent needs which must be taken care
of. This is also the case in Company 2 when urgent needs can take resources away from
innovation that is not financed by customers. In most cases, these urgent needs threaten
the flow of capital into the company. In Company 1, sales always comes first and
production problems must be quickly fixed in order to enable sales. In Company 2,
sales also come first, which could put innovation aside until a later date. This can
probably be explained in that small companies are generally very sensitive to
disturbance in the capital flow (Welsh and White 1981). Innovation is often a highly
uncertain activity and has long time returns. Small companies often work in great
external uncertainty, which makes long time strategies less useful and short time returns

more favourable than long ones (Westhead & Storey 1996). The small company
probably favours short time returns if the uncertainty in the innovation work and/or
external uncertainty become too high. It also seems that it is easy to take resources from
innovation activities since they do not have an effect on the company performance in
the short run.
Company 3 had no frequent or urgent needs that took resources from innovation
activities. One explanation to this can be that it has a larger resource buffer than the
other two companies, and that it had outsourced all production to suppliers. Moreover,
the company took of unforeseen occurences in the production that may have needed
extra resources.
A great difference between Company 1, and Companies 2 and 3 together, is the
involvement of family issues in the business. For Company 1, this involvement affects
the innovation activities negatively. This finding matches Hadjimanolis (2000), which
states: more professionally run small companies are more innovative.
4.2

PREREQUISITES FOR AN INNOVATIVE ORGANIZATION

There is a clear difference between Company 1, and Companies 2 and 3 together when
it comes to innovative organizations that support creativity and communication.
Company 1 practices several things that is known to decrease creativity and innovation.
Authority and responsibility are not delegated, which is not good for creativity (Cannon
1985). The employees are not used to taking their own initiatives in new situations, and
feel they are not being trusted. This decreases their own initiatives even further. Nonconstructive criticism is common when discussing ideas which also decreases creativity
(Osborn 1953). The internal communication is low and working innovation routines are
absent. This makes innovation activities even less efficient. Innovation is often carried
out as projects, and Company 1 is unfamiliar with project work. This also contributes to
innovation inefficiency. Companies 2 and 3 do not have the aforementioned obstacles in
their innovation activities. The employees are trusted and communication is intensive
and informal; therefore, the creativity climate high. They also have working innovation
routines and understand project work. Cross-functional teams are not used by the
companies; however, when needed, external input to the innovation activities is
achieved by informal talk with others in the company or consulting external experts in
the companies´ network.
Companies 2 and 3 had certain ways to increase resources and/or use existing resources
more efficiently. Company 2 let customers finance innovation projects and used
customers and users in the innovation work, actually doing development work and
feeding the project continuously with input and feedback. Company 3 increased its
resources by taking advantage of its many lead users and their modifications of the
company’s products. Involving customers and users in innovation activities enhanced
the quality and the adoption of the innovation developed (Andersson & Rollenhagen
2003; Von Hippel 1988). Company 3 also secured its resources for innovation by
outsourcing activities that could easily steal innovation resources for production.
4.3

PREREQUISITES FOR PROACTIVE LINKAGES

Companies 2 and 3, which have proactive behaviour and react to future situations, are
more innovative. This finding is supported by Bessant et al. 2007. All three companies
are reactive to market request for innovation. There is no active search of input for
innovation. No formal marketing research is done, which is a finding that matches

Cannon (1985). Still, they had more ideas, customer problems and needs than they had
the resources to explore them. This abundance of good ideas in small companies is also
found by Dalrymple (2006) and Löfqvist (2007). All companies practice relationship
marketing (Gummesson 2002), which appears to be closely connected to the innovation
activities. It is in these relationships with customers and users that most input and
feedback to innovation occurs. The relationships with customers and users seem to be
an intertwined mix of trust, of giving and taking, and of support, service, sales,
innovation, and marketing that reinforce each other. These relationships give a
continuously stream of input, ideas, and feedback to innovation activities, which can be
seen as part of a market orientation by the small companies. This concurs with Low et al.
(2007) who found that market orientation and the innovation process interacts in small
and middle-sized enterprises, and that market orientation is positively correlated with
firm innovativeness (Erdil et al. 2004; Low et al. 2007b).
Close relationships with customers are not only good; sometimes customers can be
annoying, and cause problems in project work due to low skills in project management.
A variety of different communication channels in the market seem to enhance
innovation. This matches findings by Cannon (1985).
It seems to be important to have customers who are supportive of innovation. This
finding is also supported by Cannon (1985). This support can take different forms. The
customer can co-develop the innovation with the company and also finance the
innovation development work and, ultimately, buy the innovation in the end. Another
way for indirect support by customers is the clear identification of customer problems or
needs in the market that the innovation will solve. Company 3 seemed to have more
resources and capital, in comparison to the other two companies. That made it possible
to manage its suppliers in an efficient way to enable innovation. Through financing
suppliers’ parts of the innovation process, some innovation projects became possible
that, without financing, would not otherwise have been.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

This study confirms that the contextual factors in the Bessant et al. (2007) model of the
innovation process are valid for small companies. Existing research on prerequisites for
small company innovation are confirmed in several areas:
•

A more professional way to manage the small company seems to enhance the
innovation activities;

•

Family issues and business in not a preferable mix when it comes to innovation;

•

Trusted employees with delegated authority and responsibility are good for
innovation;

•

Intensive communication through a variety of channels in the market, with
customers, users, other actors, and organizations seems to enhance innovation;
and,

•

Supporting customers in innovation activities seems to increase innovation
success.

What is claimed to be new findings is that relationship marketing with its intense and
extensive communication with customers and users is a major source for input, ideas,
and feedback to the innovation activities in small companies. These relationships can be
the primary source of the abundance of good and innovative ideas in small companies.

Resources to innovation are a crucial prerequisite for innovation to occur. The resources
are often scarce and are often transferred to other more acute areas. This study also
shows that small companies practice several ways to increase and use existing resources
in a more efficient way, such as:
•

Receiving financing for innovation development work by ordering customers;

•

Including customers and users in the actual innovation work;

•

Adopting lead user innovations;

•

Using external experts in the small company’s network as pro bono consultants
in the innovation activities; and,

•

Outsourcing activities that usually steal a lot of resources from innovation
activities.
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ABSTRACT
This study explores the design processes in small established companies and investigates how these
design processes are executed. How two different kinds of novelty influence the design processes is
further examined: the relative novelty of the product being developed and the relative novelty of
design processes. The relative novelty of the product is high if it is a radically new product to develop.
High relative novelty for design processes typically means no experience or knowledge about design
processes. Based on an embedded multiple case study of three small established companies in Sweden,
eight different design processes are described and analyzed. The results show that the design processes
differ, even within the same company. The results also show that relative novelty affects the design
process. If the relative novelty of both the product to be developed and of design processes is low, a
linear, structured, and systematic design process was found to work. A design process that is cyclical,
experimental, and knowledge-creating seems to work no matter the relative novelty.
Keywords: Design process, small companies, novelty, product innovation engineering
1 INTRODUCTION
Most literature in new product development and design is derived from research on large companies
[1, 2, 3] and its relevance for smaller companies is doubtful due to small and large companies’
different economic and technical environments [4]. Design processes are a poorly researched area in
small established companies [1, 5, 6], as is the impact of novelty aspects on the same design processes.
This lack of knowledge justifies this explorative study on small established companies´ design
processes.
1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this study is to expand knowledge of design processes in small established companies
by empirically analyzing them within the companies’ new product development processes. The
explorative research questions are:

How do small established companies execute their design processes within their new product
development activities?

How do the relative novelty of the product being developed and the relative novelty of design
processes to the designers and others involved affect the design process?
2

FRAME OF REFERENCE

2.1 Some characteristics of design processes and design process models
This study sees the design process as a part of the new product development process and uses a
generic design process model by Cross [7] as model of reference. The model is depicted in Figure 1
below.
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Figure 1. A four-stage model of the design process [7].

The design process model by Cross [7] has four stages. Stage one consists of exploring the design
problem. A design problem can be vague, messy, fuzzy, incomplete, inconsistent, and even imaginary
in places [7, 8], and must be explored and defined more clearly before it can be solved. Stage two
consists of the generation of possible solutions to the design problem, when different solutions are
created and the solution space is explored. In stage three the evaluation of the solutions is conducted,
aimed at finding the best overall solution that solves the design problem. The final and fourth stage is
about the description of the final design for communication of the result, to incorpoate it in the later
parts of the new product development process. Iteration is common in design processes; an iteration
loop is present between the evaluation and generation stage. The design process model is quite linear
because all exploration of the design problem is completed before the generation and evaluation of
different solutions to the design problem.
A point that distinguishes different models of the design process is that the models can be linear or
cyclical [2] with iterative loops of learning experiments. In more linear design process models, most of
the analysis of the design problem is done prior to the generation and evaluation of different solutions.
In more cyclical design process models, the analysis is not completed prior to the generation and
evaluation of solutions; rather analysis, generation, and evaluation are done after each other in cyclical
loops. Linear design process models are suitable if the product to develop is incremental, the design
problem to solve is well-defined, and the product’s characteristics and properties are well-known in
advance. Cyclical models are suitable if the product to be developed is radically new, with an illdefined design problem and more unknown characteristics and properties [2]. The cyclical part is a
knowledge-creating process in which different solutions are generated and tested on the largely
unknown design problem to gain more knowledge of the product to be realized. Linear and formalized
design processes can be counterproductive and unsuitable due to the need for flexibility when high
uncertainty is present, as the case normally is in the development of radically new products [9, 10].
Tidd and Bodley [11] examined how project novelty (i.e., the novelty of the product to be developed)
influenced the new product development process. The novelty is the relative novelty, in practice the
novelty experienced by the designers and others involved in the new product development process.
Tidd and Bodley [11] found that companies had different new product development processes within
the same companies, and used different methods and tools depending on the relative novelty of the
development project. For projects with high relative novelty, some methods and approaches were seen
as more useful and more commonly used, such as focus groups; customer cooperation, involvement,
and development; market experimentation; prototyping; heavy-weight project managers and crossfunctional teams; marketing; and R&D involvement. Most of these methods and approaches are used
to facilitate and increase interaction and communication with the market, customers, and users.
Indirectly this means that good contact and communication with the market, customer and users are
needed in more radical new product development activities. If the relative novelty of the product to
develop is high, it becomes hard to rationally plan the design process in a linear manner, because the
goal of the process, the product, is so ill-defined and fuzzy [2, 12, 9]. What can be perceived as highly
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novel for one company can be routine for another company; with increased experience developing a
certain product the relative novelty will decrease [11]. High relative novelty of the product to be
developed can mean no experience or knowledge of similar products or the context the product will
work in, abstract and ill-defined properties and characteristics, and a highly complex and large design
problem. The relative novelty of the product is probably the highest the first time a certain product is
designed by a company.
Although not investigated by Tidd and Bodley, it seems interesting to examine whether the novelty of
design processes to the designers and others involved has an impact on the design process. Design
processes are risky, highly complex, and difficult [11], and for a new and inexperienced designer they
can be hard to manage and execute. It is probable that the relative novelty of the product and the
relative novelty of the design process are connected. Designing an ill-defined and complex product
with a large design problem probably represents an extensive and complex design process, which will
probably increase the relative novelty for that process. It is reasonable to expect the relative novelty of
design processes to decrease with increased experience and knowledge about design processes.
2.2 Small companies and design processes
This study looks at small established companies in non-high-tech businesses with less than 50
employees. What is meant with the word established is that the companies are not in their start-up
process, have been established within their markets for several years, and have developed their own
products that they sell. The companies also have their own new product development and design
activities that are mainly run in house, with the companies’ own resources. These small companies
often have scarce resources [13-15], flat organization and are often working in a turbulent organization
[6] within a highly uncertain environment [16, 17]. Other common characteristics are flexibility, fast,
and informal communication, low bureaucracy, and rapid decision-making [18-20]. Small companies
are often close to their customers and users [14, 21].
Design processes in small companies are a poorly researched area; studies have mostly been done on a
managerial level [1, 5, 6]. Exceptions to this are studies done by Guimarães et al. [22] and Larsson [1].
Both found that the design processes in small companies were informal, unstructured, and without
formal control. The small companies used their own informal design methods and their use of formal
methods was limited, with the exception of prototyping and sketching. The owner/manager was
usually involved, together with other employees, and often the owner/manager was the creative
engine. The use of external expertise was rare; knowledge needed in the process was mainly gained
from suppliers or other small company owners/managers. The small companies were close to their
customers and feedback from customer and users during the design processes and afterward was
common and extensive. Previous experience and common sense were used in the design processes;
lack of knowledge and resources necessitated improvising and creativity in the use of existing
knowledge and resources. The design processes were highly search-oriented, dynamic, and iterative,
with cyclical loops. Larsson [1] alone found concurrent design activities with early attention paid to
economic, manufacturing, and marketing aspects. Commitment to design activities was often
combined with marketing activities. Tacit knowledge and intuition were also found to be important in
the design processes. Small companies often lack the qualifications and resources for a
methodologically systematic design process [23].
3 METHODOLOGY
Design processes are often complex and have unclear boundaries [7]. A qualitative, embedded multicase study approach was chosen because it allows the researcher to understand the studied
phenomenon and its context in more depth [24].
3.1 Sample Selection
Small established companies with their own products and design activities were recruited for this
study. Three small established companies in Sweden that fulfill these criteria were studied. These
companies were chosen to represent the range in the number of new or improved products launched.
The number of new or improved products launched presumably indicates the existence of a working
design process that fosters new products. One of the companies, a software developing company, can
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be considered a technology-based service company, which may be seen as an odd one to include when
design is frequently equated with engineering [25], which traditionally deals with the design of
physical artifacts. But research into design processes in service development firms shows that service
companies’ design processes are quite similar both in content and theory [26–28]. Moultrie et al. [6]
claim that design processes can be applied to all kinds of creative processes, and Ullman [29]
explicitly states that design methodology is directly applicable to software design processes. Some
differences between design problems do appear when considering design in software and in physical
artifacts. Ullman [29] states that all design problems are ill-defined, which means that the information
needed for solving the problem is initially missing and must be filled in to understand the problem.
Design problems in software design are better structured and defined than most other design problems
due to the constraints of language and systems [8]. Design problems in software development are also
relatively free from issues relating to purchasing, production, materials, logistics, and distribution, all
of which are normally much more important in the design of physical artifacts. Table 1 displays some
of the characteristics of the three companies in the study.
Table 1. Some Characteristics of the Three Companies in the Study

Characteristics
Firm Type

Company 1
B2B Manufacturer

Company 2
B2B Software

Products

Technical floors

Number of New or
Improved Products
Launched per Year
Employees
Customers
People Executing the
Design Processes
Leadership, Strategy
and Resources
Committed to New
Product Development
Organization that Suits
and Supports NPD

Approximately one
small improvement of
an existing product
23
One big, many small
2

Booking systems for
tourism industry
Several improvements
of an existing product

Company 3
B2B and B2C
Manufacturer
Small wood refinement
machines
Several new or
improved products

9
Many small
6

25
Many small
3

Unclear leadership and
strategy. Few
resources for NPD

Clear leadership and
strategy. Resources
committed to NPD

Poor delegation of
power, low
communication and
creative climate

Delegation of power
and authority. Intense
internal
communication and
highly creative climate
Proactive and reactive.
Many different
linkages to internal and
external actors, with
intense communication

Clear leadership and
strategy. Many
resources committed to
NPD
Delegation of power
and authority. Intense
internal
communication and
highly creative climate
Proactive and reactive.
Many different
linkages to internal and
external actors, with
intense communication

Proactive Linkages
between NPD
Activities and Internal
and External Actors

No, only reactive to
customer requests.
Poor linkages between
NPD activities and
other actors

3.2 Observations and interviews
The design activities and their context were observed in companies 1 and 2 four days a week over a
period of five months and documented in field diaries. Usually many activities were going on
simultaneously at the companies, so design activities were often put aside for more urgent business. A
lot of the research time at the companies consisted of waiting for the design activities to occur, but this
waiting approach made it possible to study design activities when they occurred naturally in their
natural environment. Tacit knowledge [30] of the design processes could be captured with this
approach.
Semi-structured interviews were also carried out with persons involved in or related to the design
activities within companies 1 and 2. In Company 1 five interviews were conducted, in Company 2, six
interviews. In addition to these interviews many new product development and design subjects were
discussed informally with the persons interviewed and others at the companies or in the companies’
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contexts. Field notes were used during the interviews. In an attempt to recollect as much as possible,
the data was analyzed within a 24-hour period. Important questions and issues that arose in earlier
interviews were asked in later interviews. The answers given during the interviews were cross-checked
in the observations done.
Company 3 had a substantial amount of secondary data available about the company and its design
activities. Examples of these secondary data were brochures, newspaper articles, the company’s own
newspaper, extensive website information and different manuals. Neither Company 1 nor 2 had much
secondary data. Secondary data from small companies is often rare or unavailable [31]. This secondary
data from Company 3 made it possible to get a good understanding of their design processes. The
studies of companies 1 and 2 were performed prior to the study of Company 3. Later a visit was paid
to Company 3 with a two-and-a-half-hour semi-structured interview with the product development
manager, a 15-minute informal meeting with the manager/owner/founder of the company, and a short
guided walk around the company premises. The findings from the studies already conducted of
companies 1 and 2 made it possible to fine-tune questions and to focus more upon the most relevant
and interesting areas in small company design processes.
4 FINDINGS
Each case study is described below with the design processes found.
4.1 The design processes in Company 1
The development and design of new products is rare in Company 1, although they have plenty of good
ideas for new product development. New products launched are merely incremental variants of
existing products that are requested by the largest customer. There are doubts about how to execute
design processes in the company. Three different design processes could be observed: the realized
small modification design process, the unrealized small attempts design process, and the large new
product design process.
4.1.1 The realized small modification design process
This design process is informal and done by the product development manager. In this design process
smaller modifications are made to the company’s existing products. It is a kind of trial and error
approach, where existing designs are manipulated with experience in mind and then tested to see
whether they still work. The relatively novelty of the product is low when seen from the designers’
point of view, but the relative novelty for design processes is high due to the product development
manager’s limited experience and knowledge about design processes. Usually the design problem to
be solved is somewhat fuzzy and ill-defined but not so complex. To examine the design problem
sketches are done and needed knowledge is collected informally with contacts within the company and
with the customer. Geometry, assembly, and strength studies of existing designs and informal sketches
of some new design proposals are then done, and a first virtual proposal is designed in a 3D CAD
program, with the help of an external consultant. Rendered pictures of the new design are then shown
to the customer at a fine-tuning meeting. If the customer is pleased with the design and thinks it will
work, design drawings are done and a prototype is built and tested in an external research institute. If
the customer is not pleased, a new proposal is designed, and so on in a cyclical manner. If a customerapproved prototype passes the test, the new product is manufactured and assembled and later sent and
installed at the customer’s location. If the design does not pass the test, it is modified and tested again
in a cyclical manner. In relation to the design process model of reference by Cross [7], exploration,
generation, and evaluation are done in a cyclical way when the parts contain different contents,
activities, and actors. The communication stage is present when a working prototype is finished.
4.1.2 The unrealized small attempts design process
Company 1 sometimes makes smaller attempts to develop new products that usually do not go through
the whole design process and become realized. These small attempts consist of informal sessions when
the actors, such as the product development manager, other managers, employees and external experts
in the company’s external network, meet and discuss different development ideas. This work can be
described as a cyclic and iterative process of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation, aiming at
understanding the design problem and finding different solutions to the problem. Informal sketching is
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common in this design process. The product ideas to develop usually have a high relative novelty, but
the design process has a medium relative novelty and the way of working is quite natural for the
participants. Difficulties arise when finishing the design process. These attempts often become shelved
or abandoned due to scarce resources, difficulties in getting the right information, technical difficulties
and uncertainties, and/or disturbance from other more urgent activities in the company. There is not
always a customer to buy the potential new product in the end and that can contribute to a decrease in
motivation to finish the design process if difficulties and uncertainties occur. In relation to Cross’s
generic design process model [7], this design process is more cyclic when exploration, generation, and
evaluation are done in cyclical loops. The communication stage is not present because the ideas are
usually not realized.
4.1.3 The large new product design process
Upon request from the largest customer, Company 1 tried to develop a completely new version of one
of their existing products. A specification of the new product was done by the customer but it was
poor and ill-defined in several areas and unrealistic in others. To execute this design process the
company tried a systematic, linear approach that they had never tried before. A formal project plan of
the design work was created and time, resources, goals, and activities were specified and planned in
time, but in reality this plan was never followed and the way of executing the design process slipped
over to a more cyclical approach. Resources allotted to the project were scarce and day-to-day
activities in the company stole time and resources from the project. The relative novelty of the product
to develop was high and the relative novelty of a systematic, linear design process to those involved
was also high, because there was no history, experience, or deeper knowledge of systematic design
work in the company. Internal communication and external communication with the customer were
also low during the process. The design problem to be solved was never analyzed properly and the
work was quickly reduced to finding a solution to a design problem only partially known. Jonassen [8]
concludes that the most important key to problem solving is to construct the design problem, which
was not done. Alternative solutions were not investigated properly and one solution inspired by a
competitor product was developed and designed in detail. This solution was later criticized and
abandoned because it was not more flexible and not cheaper than their current product. No more
design work was done on the project and the result was wasted time and resources and unsatisfied
team members. The initial planned, systematic, and linear design process was quite similar to Cross’s
generic design process model [7], but that changed to a way of working that consisted of exploration,
generation, and evaluation in a more cyclic way that was more natural for those involved. The
communication stage was not present because the project was abandoned.
4.2 The design processes in Company 2
Company 2 practices both formal and their own informal methods to execute their design processes.
The company is well skilled in project management and planning. The design problems to be solved
by the company are quite limited and structured. This, together with their familiarity with the domain,
experience with similar design problems, and extensive knowledge about and communication with
their customers and users, all contribute to the company planning the design work and executing it in a
systematic and linear way. They can accurately determine in advance the final product’s
characteristics and properties, which make the novelty low for the products being designed. Those
executing the design processes are also well skilled and educated in systematic approaches. The
company’s extensive experience in design processes makes the relative novelty of design processes
low. The company has three different design processes: the small standard design process, the
customer-specific design process, and the large standard design process.
4.2.1 The small standard design process
In the small standard design process the relative novelty is low both for design processes and for the
product to be developed. The products are usually small, relatively uncomplicated upgrades to the
main software product. The design problems are well defined, structured and not so complex, and they
do not need extensive analysis. The exploration of the design problem is done by informal talk with
others in the company and/or phone contact with customers and users that experienced the problem to
be solved. The generation, in this case the programming, is done more directly and the code often
becomes untidy. The new code is evaluated by the company before it is communicated and
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implemented in the main software product. This design process is usually done by one or maybe two
employees. The design process is similar to Cross’s generic design process model [7] and is quite
linear, with some iteration between the evaluation and generation stages.
4.2.2 The customer-specific design process
The customer-specific design process is used for larger development projects that aim at solving a
specific customer’s problem or need. The design process starts with a formal analysis phase. This
analysis phase is usually done in close interaction with the customer to get the right specifications for
the project. It is common that this work is done at the customer’s location with the customer in the real
environment for the new product. Design work can even be done by the customer. Later all
requirements for the new product are gathered in a specification and a project document with planned
activities that all involved must approve. The synthesis starts with an abstract analysis of the design
problem, where the overall structure and function and sub-functions are investigated and the
connections are analyzed and described. Visualization and abstraction are commonly used methods.
This work is later followed by detailed programming of the sub-functions that solve the abstract
design problem. Interface and usability aspects are handled in an ad hoc way during the programming.
Prototypes and mock-ups are commonly used for testing concepts and solutions and to get feedback
and ideas from others at the company, as well as the customer and users. The product developed is
later tested in several steps. The code is tested by the company and the functions are tested both by the
company and the ordering customer. When satisfactory, the product is delivered to the customer. The
design process is similar to Cross’s generic design process model [7] and is quite linear, with some
iteration between the evaluation and generation stages.
4.2.3 The large standard design process
The large standard design process is used for large development projects that can take several years.
One design process of this kind aims at improving the interface of the main software product.
Extensive planning and specification activities and some synthesis activities have been done in this
project so far. Annual customer and user meetings are held to get feedback and ideas about the project.
Overall this design process includes all activities, aspects, and characteristics of the customer-specific
design process, with the exception of its size and time horizon. The design process is similar to
Cross’s generic design process model [7] and is quite linear, with some iteration between the
evaluation and generation stages until the design problem is solved.
4.3 The design processes in Company 3
Company 3 has an official description of how they work with their design processes, but no distinct
design process model. Most activities in Company 3 concern marketing and new product
development; all production and almost all assembly are outsourced. The company has a strong
tradition of, and applies considerable resources to, new product development and design. The relative
novelty of design processes is low due to the designers’ great experience with designing products. The
relative novelty for the products to be developed is usually high because the final properties and
characteristics of the products often are fuzzy and unclear. The design activities are not formally
planned and several design processes are usually executed concurrently in a somewhat chaotic manner
within certain frames and constraints. These frames and constraints can be seen as a general and
abstract specification of properties and characteristics that all products developed by the company
should fulfill, but that can be questioned if good reasons exist. The company’s contact with customers
and users is intense, friendly, and close. Two different design processes could be identified: the open
experimental design process within certain constraints and the lead user design process.
4.3.1 The open experimental design process within certain constraints
Most of the work with this design process is done by the new product development manager and one
engineer. Sometimes the owner/manager also contributes. The design process is open; customers,
users, employees, external experts, manufacturers, and others are free to take a look and contribute
ideas and feedback on the design process, and they do take advantage of this freedom. The company
actively searches for feedback during the design process, because they value the different knowledge
and way of thinking each person brings. Marketing, in this case relation marketing [32] with existing
customers and users, is closely related to this design process. The company finds it hard to evaluate
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their ideas without developing them further. The usual approach is to run many design projects
concurrently and develop the projects as far as is feasible in order to evaluate them properly.
Approximately one-fourth of all projects survives and become new products.
This design process usually has a fuzzy and unclear starting point. It typically starts with sessions of
sketching to externalize the ideas and to communicate and examine the design problem and possible
solutions. This is usually done by the product development manager. Function and form are
concurrently developed during these sessions. The solutions are a mix of rough overall solutions and
more detailed sub-solutions. There is early consideration of production, economic, logistics, and
marketing issues. Between the sessions there is an incubation time, when totally different work is
performed. Paper models, mock-ups and simple prototypes are built to evaluate ideas and solutions.
Later a working prototype is built to see if the final concept works. The working prototype is the basis
for the later stages of the new product development process.
In relation to Cross’s generic design process model [7], this design process is cyclic with iterative
loops of exploration, generation, and evaluation. Different solutions are tested on the ill-defined design
problem and evaluated with customer and user feedback to gain new knowledge about the problem in
order to generate more solutions to test, and so on. This approach brings the overall design process
forward, due to the design problem and solution space being explored. The communication stage is
present when a working prototype is finished. The company does not want to work in a more
structured manner because it would decrease their flexibility. A more linear, structured, and systematic
way of working would also not fit with their close, unstructured, and flexible customer and user
interaction. Extensive external feedback, past knowledge, new knowledge, constraints and intuition all
keep the design processes on track in the right directions.
4.3.2 The lead user design process
The company has many lead users [33] that modify and develop the company’s products on their own.
The customer and users are free to come and visit the company whenever they want to; they do so and
show their inventions to the company and give them away for free. How the lead users execute their
design processes when developing their inventions is not covered in this study but if the company
believes in the lead user invention they adopt it, which gives them the solution for an identified user
problem for free and saves design work. The company usually cannot adopt a lead user invention
directly without modifying or adjusting it so it will fit within the company’s frames and constraints. In
relation to Cross’s generic design process model [7], the design processes done by customers and users
are unknown, but if the company adopts a lead user invention a cyclical design process starts that is
similar to the open experimental design process within certain constraints. The communication stage
is present when a working prototype is finished.
5

DISCUSSION

5.1 The design processes on a generic level
The design processes examined differ considerably due to the different products and contexts. On a
generic level, the model of reference, Cross’s generic design process model [7], mirrored the more
linear design processes of Company 2. The processes were more linear because most exploration and
analysis of the design problem was done before the generation and evaluation of different solutions.
Companies 1 and 3 had more cyclical design processes similar to the small company design processes
described in the studies by Guimarães et al. [22] and Larsson [1]. Most of the analysis of the design
problem was not done before the generation of solutions but rather in several steps in the cyclical
iterative loops of exploration, generation and evaluation. This cyclical process would be more
accurately captured by Cross’s design process model [7] if an extra feedback loop were added between
the evaluation and exploration parts, as depicted in the left part of Figure 2 below.
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Figure 2. A modified four-stage model of the design process.

The modified generic design process model above manages to mirror all design processes in this study
on a generic level, because design processes can be both linear and cyclical in the model, as shown in
the right part of Figure 2.
5.2 The relative novelty of the design processes
Tidd and Bodley [11] concluded that (a) the project novelty (i.e., the novelty of the product to be
developed) influenced the new product development process and (b) increased market, customer, and
user communication were more important when the relative project novelty was high. Both of these
conclusions were the case in this study too, but an unexpected finding was that extensive market,
customer, and user interaction were also present in design processes when there was low relative
novelty. The examined companies’ natural and close relations with their customers and users, as well
as the turbulent and uncertain environment, could be the explaining factors for this. A turbulent and
uncertain environment is common for small companies [16, 17]. It is possible that this extra
uncertainty affects the design process and adds extra relative novelty to the design processes, making
closer contact and communication with the market, customer, and users needed in the design processes
with the least relative novelty as well.
The relative novelty of design processes was also examined in this study. The matrix in Figure 3
shows the different design processes mapped against the relative novelty of the product to be
developed and the relative novelty of design processes. Unfinished design processes are marked with a
white dot and realized design processes with a grey dot.
The realized small modification design process
(Company 1)
High
The large new product
design process (Company 1)
Relative
novelty of
design
processes

The unrealized small
attempts design process
(Company 1)

The large standard design
process (Company 2)

The lead user design
process (Company 3)

The customerspecific design
process
The small standard
design process
(Company 2)

Relative novelty of product

High

The open experimental
design process within certain
constraints (Company 3)

Figure 3. The relative novelty of the product and design processes.
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Note that the three examined companies have design processes in all fields of the matrix and that in
the most novel part of the matrix the design processes were discontinued. This indicates the difficulty
of managing and executing design processes with high relative novelty. A more cyclical, experimental,
and knowledge-creating design process was used when either (or both) the relative novelty of the
product to develop or the relative novelty for design processes was high. If the relative novelty of both
kinds was low, both cyclical, experimental, and knowledge-creating design processes and linear,
systematic, and structured design processes were used.
Companies 2 and 3, which execute many design processes, were also best at performing their design
processes, in the sense of launching the most new products. They had experience and knowledge about
design processes that lowered their relative novelty. In Company 1 there were doubts about how to
execute design processes and the relative novelty for design processes was high. Only in the products
that were least novel to develop were the design processes finished (the realized small modification
design process). Company 1 seems to lack the experience and knowledge needed to manage to design
new products with a high relative novelty; they probably need to train and learn more to accomplish
that. To clarify, all design processes and products being designed at Company 2 were low in relative
novelty. The relative novelty only increased with the size of the design problem. Company 3 manages
to design highly novel products because of their great experience and knowledge about design
processes. In the lead user design process the relatively novelty of the product to be developed is
lower than in the open experimental design process within certain constraints, because when the lead
users present their inventions for the company the company will see and understand most of the
characteristics and properties of the product to be developed. In other words, they will know with high
certainty what the product will be in the end, and that lowers the relative novelty.
5.3 Structured, systematic, and formal design processes and small companies
According to Larsson [1] there is an upper limit of about 25 employees before a manufacturing
company must begin to add structure to different processes. With increased company size it becomes
more difficult to coordinate, communicate, control, and manage different activities and processes
within the company. Companies 1 and 3 are manufacturing companies with about 25 employees each,
at Larsson’s [1] limit for increased structure. In Company 3 the informal structure of the design
processes consists of the overall constraints and frames that all the companies’ products should fulfil.
Company 3 does not want more structure within their design processes because of a perceived
decrease in needed flexibility. Company 3’s customers and users are an important and fairly large
constituent in the design processes, and the interaction with them is informal, unstructured, and
uncoordinated. If Company 3 tried to formalize and structure the design work more, it would be
unrealistic to expect them to formalize and add structure to the interaction with their market,
customers, and users. The forces controlling the design processes in Company 3 are the extensive
external feedback from the market, customers and users in combination with the employees’ great
experience and knowledge of design processes. In Company 2 the same mechanisms control the
design processes in addition to the project planning. An extensive push for external feedback from the
market, customers, and users during the design processes in small companies was found by Larsson
[1], Guimarães et al. [22] and Moultrie et al. [5] and seems to be an efficient way to gain extra
resources and to steer and control the design processes in small companies. It is reasonable to assume
that Company 3 has found a good balance between control, coordination, formality, experimentation,
and flexibility in their design processes.
It may be harder to say something about the structure need for Company 1 design processes, because
of their lack of experience and knowledge of design processes. In the large new product design
process, it is clear that when a formal, linear, systematic, and structured design process was tried, it
was less successful. A more flexible, informal, cyclical design process turned out to be more natural
for those involved. Although the result of this process was unsatisfactory, the first formal, linear, and
structured approach cannot be blamed alone; even Herstatt and Verworn [9] state that a linear and
formalized design approach might be counterproductive and unsuitable if high uncertainty is present,
which was the case when the relative novelty was high. The scarce and insufficient resources for the
project are another explanation, as was the poor communication and feedback from the market,
customers, and users during the project. It is also possible that the frequent lack of structure and
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coordination in Company 1’s other activities and processes created difficulties for interaction with a
structured and systematic design process. That design processes in small companies interact with other
processes in the company is common [3, 34, 35]. In Company 1’s realized small modification design
process, a cyclical, informal, experimental, and knowledge-creating approach was used that was more
successful and natural for those involved. The relative novelty of the product to develop was low due
to a modest and limited design problem. The relative novelty of design processes was higher but could
be managed because of the limited design problem. There was some contact with the customer during
this design process and the feedback contributed to the successful result. The unrealized small
attempts design process in Company 1 was also executed in a cyclic, experimental, and knowledgecreating way by employees at the company and other invited external experts, but the design processes
were usually not finished.
Company 2’s linear, structured and systematic design approach did not work well in Company 1’s
large new product design process. What distinguishes Company 2’s design processes from the large
new product design process in Company 1 is that the design problems were well structured and better
defined, as is typical in software design [8], and the relative novelty was low both for the products to
be developed and for the design processes. What can be said from the realized small modification
design process in Company 1 and Company 3’s design processes is that a cyclic, experimental, and
knowledge-creating design process worked and was quite natural for the employees involved if there
was contact, communication, interaction, and feedback from customers and users. From examining
Company 2’s design processes we can conclude that a linear, structured, and systematic design process
is working if the relative novelty is low for both the product to develop and design processes and when
there is contact, communication, interaction, and feedback from the market, customers, and users.
Combining these observations, this study shows that contact, communication, interaction and feedback
from the market, customers and users are crucial for small companies during all their design processes.
Yet it is still reasonable to assume as Tidd and Bodley [11] found that more communication is needed
and the need increases as relative novelty increases. The study also shows that increased experience
and knowledge about design processes decreased the relative novelty of the design process for the
actors involved. Another interesting thing is that either a cyclical, experimental, and knowledgecreating design process or a linear, structured, and systematic design process can work well if the
relative novelty for the product to develop and the relative novelty of design processes are both low.
Modifying Figure 3 above to depict the different kinds of design processes, we obtain a picture of the
approaches in the design processes of small established companies (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Design processes in small companies in relation to relative novelty.
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
The findings show that small established companies have different design processes even within the
same company. All design processes examined included exploration, generation, and evaluation
stages, executed either in a linear or a cyclical manner. The communication stage was only present in
realized design processes. The generic design process model of reference by Cross [7] was found valid
in the more linear design processes. If the model of reference is slightly modified with an extra
feedback loop it manages to mirror all realized design processes in the study on a generic level.
If the relative novelty of design processes and the product to be developed is low for those involved in
the design processes, a linear, structured, and systematic design process was found to work. The same
design process was found not to work if both examined novelties were high and there was poor
external communication, interaction, and feedback from the market, customers, and users. A cyclical,
experimental, and knowledge-creating design process was found to work if the relative novelty of
design processes and/or the product to develop was high for those involved in the design processes,
but this cyclical approach also worked when both the examined relative novelties were low.
Interaction with the market, customers, and users was found to be a crucial activity in all design
processes examined. Customers and users seem to have several important functions in the small
companies’ design processes. They give feedback during the design processes that helps to steer and
control the process, and they do actual design work either with the companies or on their own that they
then give away for free to the companies.
Further research could consist of taking a closer look at the concept of relative novelty, examining its
content in more detail, and determining how its details influence the design process. Another
interesting topic would be to take a closer look at the formal and informal design methods that are
used within the design processes described above.
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